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Geology

An Examination o f the Contact Metamorphic Aureole of the Garnet Stock, GametColoma Area, Montana
Director: James W. Sears
The Late Cretaceous Garnet stock in the Gamet-Coloma area lies within the western
Montana fold-and-thrust belt and the Belt basin along the Lewis and Clark line (LCL).
Arc-generated magma o f the Late Cretaceous Cordilleran magmatic arc intruded the rifttruncated edge of the Belt-Purcell basin and followed thrust faults up section to the east,
guided by layer anisotropy of the basin. The Garnet stock intruded as a concordant sill
into the top of the Devonian section at the tip line of the Blackfoot thrust during folding
along the LCL. A minimum burial depth is inferred by the stratigraphie thickness from
the Devonian section to the unconformity at the base of the Golden Spike Formation that
is correlative with the Garnet stock. However, the section was thickened tectonically,
and the stock is of unknown thickness since the roof has been eroded. Thus, the Garnet
stock provides kinematic and timing constraints for folding along the LCL. The Garnet
stock gives radiometric ages of 82.4±1.0Ma from hornblende and 79.1±7Ma from biotite,
a K-Ar age from biotite of 78.7±3.9Ma, and a U-Pb zircon age o f 83Ma. Cleavage within
the aureole surrounding the Garnet stock strikes along bedding but is dipping at steeper
angles and occurred syntectonically with formation of rotated cordierite porphyroblasts.
This syntectonic evidence, along with interference between the Garnet stock and the
Deep Creek anticline (a LCL composite fold) suggests intrusion occurred during folding.
The Garnet stock has a concordant contact with the metamorphic aureole from Coloma to
Elk Creek. The aureole dips towards the stock and defines a northeast-trending synclinal
downwarp, the Elk Creek syncline. The stock expanded into the top of the Devonian
section, stretched and thinned the rocks by vertical collapse, and sank into the
sedimentary section as it cooled, forming the Elk Creek syncline. X-ray diffraction and
pétrographie analysis shows mineral assemblages with maximum pressures and
temperatures of 2kbars and 610°C, using the approximation Ikbar of pressure equals
3.33km gives 6.7km - 3.4km burial depth. The maximum stratigraphie thickness from
the top of the Devonian Jefferson Formation to the unconformity at the base of the
Golden Spike Formation is 6,374m, which is consistent with 3.4km-6.7km emplacement
into a straight stratigraphie section.
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INTRODUCTION
Present Study
This thesis concerns the metamorphic petrogenesis of the contact metamorphic
aureole o f a Late Cretaceous granite intrusion, the Garnet stock, in the Gamet-Coloma
area o f central-western Montana (Figure 1). The study intends to establish pressuretemperature (PT) conditions on the Garnet stock and to place the stock in structural
context by examining the metamorphic mineralogy, kinematics, timing, age, and the PT
relationships. This detailed examination of the contact aureole will test the hypothesis
suggested by preliminary reconnaissance mapping done by the University o f Montana
field geology course over three years, that the Garnet stock is a thick concordant body
that intruded as a sill into the top of the Devonian section during folding along the Lewis
and Clark Line (LCL) (Sears et al., 2000). Determining the PT conditions for
emplacement and comparing them to the predicted conditions will test the burial depth
for the Garnet stock predicted by the model. A minimum burial depth is inferred by
measuring the stratigraphie thickness from the Devonian section to the unconformity at
the base of the Golden Spike Formation that is correlative with the Late Cretaceous
Garnet stock (Sears, per com., 2003). However, the section was thickened tectonically,
and the stock itself is o f unknown thickness, since the roof has been eroded. Thus, a
precise metamorphic pressure determination would provide a valuable constraint on the
tectonic evolution of the LCL.
Location and Accessibility
The Gamet-Coloma area is located along the Missoula-Granite county line, within
the Garnet Range of central-western Montana. It is approximately 50 kilometers east of
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Figure 1. Location Map of the Gamet-Coloma area [Modified from Wilkie, 1986].

Missoula, Montana, north of Interstate 90 and south of Montana Highway 200 (Plates 14). Most of the land is publicly owned and managed by the Bureau o f Land
Management. Private land in the area is owned by First Chance Incorporated (the
Charlton family) and is accessible with permission. The study area is accessible via the
Garnet Range Road from Montana Highway 200, or via First Chance Gulch from the
Interstate 90 Bearmouth exit. There are numerous logging roads within the study area,
some of which are closed or overgrown, and provide access only as trails. The study area
is usually snow-free from June to October, but from November to May it is accessible
only by snowmobile. The location of the Garnet Range Road and other roads have been
changed since the last topographic map printing of 1965, so aerial photographs for the
Gamet-Coloma study area were overlain on the topographic map using ArcGIS for
current road locations (Plate 4).
Methods of Investigation
Field work was conducted from mid May to late October 2003. Geologic data
was plotted in the field on a 1:24,000 scale topographic map of the NE portion of the
Union Peak quadrangle and the NW portion of the Elevation Mountain quadrangle (Plate
2). The aerial photographs overlain on the topographic map were used in the field as a
location aid (Plate 4). Use of both outcrops and float material was necessary in geologic
mapping due to the forested nature of the area. Structural measurements were taken
using a Brunton compass and numerous rock samples were collected for pétrographie and
x-ray diffraction analysis. Structural data and the top of the hand specimen were noted
for samples collected from outcrops.

Laboratory work included x-ray diffraction preparation and analysis of 58
samples, and pétrographie analysis of 26 homfels samples. Secondary thin sections for 4
of the 25 homfels were prepared, and stained for identification of potassium feldspar (Kspar). GIS work entailed digitizing the field geology map and creating location maps for
the field area.
Previous Investigations
One of the first publications to discuss the Gamet mining district was “The
Mining World” in an article by J. P. Rowe in 1910 on the “history and geology of the
Gamet district”, that described the geology and mining operations and yields. Other
early publications that mention the Gamet-Coloma mining district are mainly concemed
with mining activities and include “The Annual Reports o f the Inspector of Mines,
Montana” in 1890,1897-1898, 1900,1902, and 1906-1912. The Gamet-Coloma area is
also listed in the United States Geological Survey publication “Mineral Resources of the
United States” as a producing district within Granite County from 1905-1933. The
United States Geological Survey guidebook “The Northem Pacific Route,” by Campbell
et al. (1915) refers to the Gamet-Coloma area and contains regional geologic cross
sections.
J. T. Pardee (1918) published the first reconnaissance geologic map of the area
with his study of the ore deposits in the northwest Gamet Range describing gold mining
operations in the Gamet-Coloma area. In 1919 T. H. Rosenkranz, in an unpublished
report to the Anaconda Copper Mining Company, provided a detailed summary of the
economic geology for the Gamet, Coloma, and Top ‘o’ Deep mining districts. C. H.
Clapp (1932) published a geologic map of the northwest Montana region including the
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Gamet-Coloma area, and Dingman’s (1932) report on “Placer-mining possibilities in
Montana” describes placer mining in the Gamet and Coloma areas as being “considered
favorable for future development,” C. J. Lydon's 1948 paper on gold placers in Montana
discusses placer gold mining in the Coloma area and the development of future placer
gold mining operations in the Elk Creek drainage.
Ross et al. (1955) published a Montana State geologic map referencing Pardee’s
(1918) reconnaissance geologic map and Clapp’s (1932) geologic map for the area.
Shortly thereafter, P. N. Clawson (1957) examined the barite deposits in the Elk Creek
area surrounding the Greenough Barite Mine in a master’s thesis, and U. M. Sahinen
(1957) published a report on mines and mineral deposits for Missoula and Ravalli
counties which discusses the metallic mines of the Coloma and Copper Cliff mining
districts, and the Barite mines of the Greenough deposit on Elk Creek and the Coloma
barite vein located 1 mile southwest of Coloma. M. E. Kauffman (1963) described the
geology of the Gamet-Bearmouth area, including stratigraphy and stmctural geology. F.
N. Earll (1963) included a section on the metallic resources for the Gamet-Bearmouth
area in Kauffman’s (1963) paper, describing ore deposits in the Coloma, Gamet, Copper
Cliff, and Top ‘o’ Deep mining districts. Kauffman (1965) also examined Cambrian
stratigraphy in the Drummond and Gamet Range areas.
R. L. Brenner (1964) mapped and described the geology of the Lubrecht
Experimental Forest, which lies just to the north of the Gamet stock. Further mapping
contributions include Wallace et al. (1977, 1978, 1981,1986) and Weber and Witkind
(1977a, 1977b, 1977c), who published reconnaissance geologic maps of the Gamet
Range area as preliminary maps for the Butte T x 2° quadrangle. Tim Hawe (1976)
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provided the American Tungsten Corporation an unpublished detailed report on the
economic geology for the Gamet mining district, and T. E. Ballard (1978) examined the
contact metamorphism of the Silver Hill Formation near Gamet in an unpublished senior
paper. Ruppel et al. (1981) investigated the tectonics of the region.
Further investigations in the Gamet Range include Carter’s (1982) master’s
thesis, which examined the Eocene volcanic sequence in the Mt. Baldy-Union Peak area,
and Callmeyer’s (1984) thesis, which examined volcanic and hydrothermal geology of
the Warm Springs Creek area in the eastem Gamet Range. McGroder’s master’s thesis
(1984) examined the stratigraphy and sedimentation of the Precambrian Gamet Range
Formation, and Minnich (1984) in an unpublished senior paper examined the
metamorphic conditions o f the Silver Hill Formation near Coloma. Wilkie (1986) looked
directly at the Gamet-Coloma area and provided a pétrographie and geochemical analysis
of the Gamet stock, correcting previous discrepancies conceming identification of the
stock. Previous investigations identified the Gamet stock as a granodiorite or a quartz
monzonite, and Wilkie’s data determined it to be a granite stock. In 1988 Kruger
described the stratigraphy and depositional environment of the Flathead Sandstone, as
well as the stmctural setting. Berg (1988) studied, described and mapped the geology on
the north side of the Gamet stock as part of a comprehensive study on barite deposits in
Montana.
In 1989 J. W. Sears, in an unpublished report to the Gamet Mining Corp.,
produced a geologic map and cross sections for the Gamet-Coloma area that divides the
Cambrian stratigraphy into the Flathead Sandstone, Wolsey Shale, Meagher Limestone,
Park Shale, Pilgrim Formation, and Red Lion Formation, and included measured

sections. Previous investigations for the area group the Meagher Limestone, Park Shale,
and Pilgrim Formation into the Hasmark Dolomite. This geologic map was implemented
as a base map for gold exploration in the Gamet area, by Pegasus Gold Inc. from 19891992 (Sears, 1989).
Other relevant studies include Loen (1997), which discusses the character and
occurrence o f gold nuggets in Montana and describes gold nuggets recovered from the
Gamet-Coloma area. Then in 1998, Lewis published the large-scale geologic map of the
Butte 1° X 2° quadrangle and accompanying report. Cox et al. (1998) discusses economic
geology in the westem portion of the Blackfoot River region, and includes a portion on
the Gamet area. Tim Ruff (2003) described the paleotectonic influences and stmctural
setting of the Gamet stock in an unpublished senior paper.
Some relevant work in the surrounding areas include Emmons and Calkins (1913)
description of the geology and ore deposits of the Philipsburg quadrange, and the Calkins
and Emmons (1915) geologic map of the Philipsburg quadrangle, just to the south o f the
Gamet-Coloma area. M. M. Clapp (1936) described the stmcture and stratigraphy of the
Belt supergroup in the Ovando area, located just to the northeast of the Garnet-Coloma
area, and Alden (1953) studied the geology of the Blackfoot Valley. McGill (1959,
1965), and Mutch (1961) examined the northwest Flint Creek Range. Gwinn (1961,
1965) examined the Dmmmond area and produced a geologic map, and Nelson (1961)
described the geology and mapped the Bonner quadrangle. Stuart (1966) did a study of
the metamorphism in the Flint Creek Range where he examined the Royal stock, which is
approximately the same age as the Gamet stock. Illich et al. (1965) described the
Cambrian-Precambrian Belt Supergroup contact and related stratigraphy in westem
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Montana, and in a master’s thesis he examined petrology and stratigraphy of the
Cambrian Flathead Formation in the Philipsburg-Drummond area (Illich, 1966). In an
unpublished senior paper, J. E. Patrick (1984) examined the structural geology associated
with the Blackfoot fault near Bonner. Thomas (1987) described the structural geology of
the Blackfoot fault system near Potomac, and Baken (1984) described the structural and
tectonic history of the northem Flint Creek Range. Babcock (1985) in an unpublished
senior paper discusses the Bearmouth thrust and minéralogie evidence of associated
tectonic loading. Reynolds (1991) mapped the Blackfoot thrust in the nearby Cramer
Creek area and produced a detailed appendix of lithologie descriptions for the units in the
area.
Economic Geology
The Gamet-Coloma area is an area of historical economic significance. The area
was mined extensively beginning around 1865 for gold, silver, lead, copper, zinc, and
barite. The small towns of Gamet, Coloma, and Reynolds City sprang up as centers of
mining along the edge of the Gamet stock.
In 1865 placer gold was discovered in the nearby Bearmouth area, and
prospecting led the miners up Bear Creek and into the Gamet-Coloma area (Rowe, 1910).
Placer gold deposits were mined from Bear Creek, First Chance Gulch, Williams Gulch,
Deep Creek and Elk Creek. The placer deposits formed from erosion of gold-bearing
quartz veins within the Gamet stock and the contact aureole. Rowe (1910) estimated the
total placer gold output to be around $8,000,000-10,000,000 from 1865 to 1910. Pardee
(1918) calculated the placer gold value to be around $7,000,000. Dingman’s (1932)
report estimates that Elk Creek and its tributaries yielded nearly $5,000,000 in gold, and

that First Chance Gulch and Bear Creek yielded approximately $300,000-500,000 in
gold. After 1900, placer gold mining drastically diminished (Earll, 1963). Lydon’s
(1948) report on placer mining states that from 1904-1945, 36,720 ounces of placer gold,
valued at $1,136,495, was produced from the Garnet-Coloma area.
Lode deposits were discovered in 1867 in the Garnet-Coloma area, in the Lead
King, Grant and Hartford, and Shamrock veins (Pardee, 1918). In 1873, the Nancy
Hanks vein was discovered, and in 1896 the rich “red-ore” vein o f the Nancy Hanks was
discovered (Pardee, 1918). Records of gold mine production are incomplete for the
Gamet area, and some estimate the production to be on the order of millions of dollars
(Fifer, 2002). As of 1918, records of production for the Gamet mining district show a
total of $981,000 in lode ore (Rosenkranz, 1919), and an estimated total of $1,400,000
(Pardee, 1918) to $1,700,000 (Rosenkranz, 1919). Lode production for the Coloma
district is estimated to be around $240,000, and for the Top ‘o’ Deep district it is
estimated to be around $40,000 (Rosenkranz, 1919).
Lode veins consist of 50-90% quartz with minor amounts of barite, and Ca, Mg,
and Fe carbonates (Pardee, 1918). They also contain pyrite, chalcopyrite, galena,
tetrahedrite, and tellurides of gold, silver, bismuth, and molybdenite (Pardee, 1918).
Most veins strike in an approximate east-west direction and have varying dips (Pardee,
1918).
There was some small-scale production from placer and lode deposits in the area
through 1955 (Sahinen, 1957), after which little is documented. Wilkie (1986) observed
some small placer operations along Elk Creek and Day Gulch in the early 1980’s, but
noted that by 1983 they were not active. Pegasus Gold Incorporated did an investigation
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of the economic potential o f the area around 1989-1992 that included maps, cross
sections, and drill logs, but never began mining operations. During the 2003 field season
some small placer operations, owned by First Chance Incorporated, along First Chance
Gulch were observed.
Barite was discovered in the Gamet Range prior to 1951 just north of the study
area near Elk Creek, and was developed into the Greenough Barite Mine around 1951
(Clawson, 1957). The mine consists of underground workings, as well as two open pits
for surface deposits, and as of 1957, approximately 90,000 tons o f barite valued at around
$900,000 had been removed (Clawson, 1957). For more detailed information, see
Clawson’s (1957) unpublished master’s thesis on the Greenough Barite Mine. In the fall
of 1955, William Dittrich discovered the Coloma barite vein just to the southwest of
Coloma, near Washoe Creek, during a hunting excursion (Figure 5). Open pit production
began at the site around 1956. A quartz latite dike is exposed on the northeast side of the
open pit, and Clawson (1957) observed the barite veins cutting the quartz latite dike dated
at 46.9 ± 1.8 Ma, indicating the barite veins are younger than the quartz latite dike.
Barite deposits in the Garnet-Coloma area consist of these two large veins and some
smaller veins, they all occur in the Precambrian Gamet Range Formation, and almost all
are within 2 kilometers of the Gamet stock (Berg, 1988). For a detailed description and
map of the veins, see Berg’s (1988) report on barite occurrences in Montana. Barite
mining was halted in 1966 due to a decrease in demand, but then was resumed in 19761985, and eventually abandoned again due to a decrease in demand (Berg, 1988).
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Figure 2. Coloma barite vein open-pit mine.
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Geologic and Tectonic Setting
The Gamet stock is located in the westem Montana fold-and-thrust belt, and lies
within the Belt basin along the Lewis and Clark line (LCL). The LCL forms the northem
boundary of the Sapphire thmst plate and the southem boundary of the Lewis-EldoradoHoadley (LEH) thmst plate. South of the LCL, the Sapphire plate is thmst over the
Lombard plate in the Flint Creek Range (Sears et al., 2000), and is carried by the
Blackfoot and Bearmouth thrust faults (Nelson and Dobell, 1961; Kauffman, 1961). The
LCL intersects a basement province, the Great Falls tectonic zone (O’Neill and Lopez,
1985), east of the study area. The Gamet stock is a component of the Late Cretaceous
Cordilleran magmatic arc and is intimately associated with thmsting of the westem
Montana fold-and-thmst belt (Hyndman et al., 1988; Weiss, 1988; Reynolds, 1991; Mann
and Affolter, 2003). Arc-generated magma intmded the rift-tmncated edge of the BeltPurcell basin and is thought to have followed thmst faults to the east and up section,
guided by the layer anisotropy of the basin (Hyndman, 1979; Hyndman et al., 1982;
Kalakay et al., 2000; Mann and Affolter, 2003). The Gamet stock was emplaced at the
tip line of the Blackfoot thmst during folding along the LCL (Figure 3) (Sears et al.,
2000 ).

The Middle Proterozoic Belt-Purcell Supergroup is as much as 18 km thick, and
contains thick sedimentary packages of red and green argillite, quartzite, and carbonate,
as well as mafic sills (Winston et al., 1993). It was deposited in a large intracontinental
rift basin (Price and Sears, 2000; Sears and Price, 2003) bounded by continental crust on
the north, east, and south sides (Winston et al., 1993). The Belt-Purcell Supergroup
forms a thick sedimentary wedge that tapers from the maximum thickness in the west to
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Figure 3. Plunge-projection profile along a segment o f Lewis and Clark line (LCL).
Gamet stock (crosses) intruded at tip line of Blackfoot thrust during folding along LCL.
Minimum inferred depth of emplacement is based on stratigraphie thickness from
unconformity at base of Golden Spike Formation to top of Devonian section where
Gamet stock resides. [Modified from Sears and Clements, 2000].
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an “inferred erosional pinchout against cratonal basement rocks in the northeast sections”
(Burchfiel, 1992). The Belt basin is capped by Paleozoic shelf strata up to 2 km thick,
overlain by a Mesozoic foreland basin succession up to 5 km thick (Kauffman, 1961;
Gwinn, 1961; Gwirm and Mutch, 1965). The Cordilleran orogeny split the Belt-Purcell
basin along the axis of the basin and initiated rotation of the LEH, Sapphire, and
Lombard thrust slabs (Figure 4) (Sears and Hendrix, 2004). The Belt-Purcell Supergroup
forms the core of these thrust slabs (Sears, 1988).
There has been a lot o f research and speculation about the LCL (Weidman, 1965;
Harrison et al., 1974; Maughan and Perry, 1986; Wallace et al., 1990). The LCL is a
sinistral (left-lateral) transpressive shear zone with a complex positive flower structure
(Figure 5) (Sears et al. 2000; Sears and Clements, 2000; Sears and Hendrix, 2004) that
has up to 25 km of structural plunge (Figure 3) (Sears and Clements, 2000). The LCL
has been intermittently active from Precambrian to Holocene (Maughan and Perry, 1986;
Doughty and Sheriff, 1992; Rhoades, 1993) and the initial activation appears to be
coincidental to the opening of the Belt basin (Sears and Price, 2003). Sears and Hendrix
(2004) interpret the LCL as a reactivated shear zone that initiated with the rotation of the
Belt-Purcell basin, along the basin’s depositional axis, during Early Cretaceous to Late
Paleocene crustal shortening. The LCL shear zone allowed 100 km o f sinistral motion
(Lorenz, 1984) as it transferred the rotational movement of the Sapphire and Lombard
plates to the LEH plate (Figure 4) (Sears et al., 2000). The uplifted Sapphire slab shed
coarse sediments into the adjacent foreland basin by 82 Ma, forming the Late Cretaceous
Golden Spike Formation (Gwinn and Mutch, 1965; Ruppel et al., 1981), which occupies
a major structural depression in southwest Montana (Sears et al., 2000; Sears and
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Figure 4. Generalized tectonic map of Rocky Mountain fold-and-thrust belt, showing
LEH thrust slab, Sapphire plate, Lombard plate, and LCL shear zone. Garnet stock is
highlighted in gray. [Modified from Sears et al., 2000].
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Clements, 2000). The LEH slab has a horizontal displacement o f approximately 40 km
in central-western Montana, increasing to approximately 140 km at the Canadian border
(Figure 4) (Sears, 2001). Deformation south of the LCL displaced basement rock, which
closed the Belt-Purcell rift (Sears and Hendrix, 2004) and inverted the northern part of
the Belt-Purcell basin into the Purcell anticlinorium (Price, 1981; Sears, 1988; Sears,
1994; Price and Sears, 2000; Sears et al., 2000; Sears and Hendrix, 2004). Marginal Belt
facies occupying the northeast limb of the Purcell anticlinorium are proposed to have had
a position southwest of the LCL prior to rotation and thrusting, and when restored,
indicates a clockwise rotation o f the Belt basin of 25-30 degrees (Sears, 1994).
The Garnet stock is one of many Late Cretaceous arc-generated granitic intrusions
emplaced in western Montana during the Cordilleran orogeny. The Montana Lineament
marks the northern limit of the Late Cretaceous intrusions in western Montana
(Weidman, 1965). The Montana Lineament is a tectonic feature, partly equivalent to the
LCL, characterized by aligned large-scale structural features (Csejtey, 1962) that extend
east-southeast for approximately 320 km (Weidman, 1965) and indicates the “presence of
a deep-seated zone of tectonic weakness” (Csejtey, 1962). The Garnet stock lies at the
northern limit, and is intersected by the Elevation Mountain fault (Wallace et al., 1986) of
the LCL. There are discrepancies concerning the relationship between the Garnet stock
and the Elevation Mountain fault. According to Wallace et al. (1990), unpublished data
from J. D. Obradovich shows the Garnet stock cuts the Elevation Mountain fault, which
Wallace et al. (1990) describe as having strike-slip and dip-slip components, the
southwest block down-dropped, approximately 8 km of right separation, and no offset of
the stock. Sears and Hendrix (2004), in contrast, concluded that fault movement
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postdated the emplacement o f the Garnet stock, and the stock may be offset by the
Elevation Mountain fault. Further investigation is necessary to fully understand the
relationship between the Garnet stock and the Elevation Mountain fault.
During the Late Cretaceous, terranes were docking on the active margin o f the
craton creating widespread crustal deformation and arc-generated magmatism (Hyndman,
1983; Hyndman, 1989; Hyndman and Foster, 1989; Mann and Affolter, 2003). This
subduction generated partial melting in the mantle wedge, and high temperature magmas
rose into the crust causing regional metamorphism and secondary melting of the
continental crust to form the granitic magmas of the Cordilleran magmatic arc (Hyndman
et al., 1988; Hyndman, 1989; Hyndman and Foster, 1989). The Cordilleran magmatic arc
emplaced plutons into the evolving Sapphire thrust wedge, internally thickening the
thrust wedge, and Lageson et al. (2001) suggests the “voluminous magma addition during
contractional orogenesis” promotes the thrust front propagation into the adjacent foreland
basin. The Garnet stock appears to have formed as the arc-generated magma entered the
rift-truncated edge of the Belt-Purcell basin, and followed the layer anisotropy of the
Belt-Purcell basin and thrust faults (Hyndman, 1979; Kalakay et al., 2000; Mann and
Affolter, 2003) to be emplaced at the tip line of the Blackfoot thrust during folding along
the LCL (Sears and Clements, 2000). The Late Cretaceous to Late Paleocene movement
on the LCL created a distinct series of folds plunging to the southeast (Sears et al., 2000;
Sears and Hendrix, 2004) that show widespread moderate-to-strong cleavage (Sears,
1988; Sears et al., 1989; Sears et al., 2000). Minnich (1984), in a preliminary study,
found that the cleavage formed during and after growth of cordierite porphyroblasts in
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the Garnet stock contact aureole, constraining the timing of deformation. The present
study intends to further constrain the kinematic timing.
The LCL intersects the Great Falls tectonic zone (GFTZ) (O’Neill and Lopez,
1985), a northeast-trending basement terrane, extending from the Bitterroot-Idaho
batholith to southwestern Saskatchewan, Canada, that is considered to indicate an early
Proterozoic collisonal orogen (O’Neill and Lopez, 1985; O’Neill, 1993). The GFTZ is
150-250 km wide and at least 1,500 km in length, and is a zone of Phanerozoic recurrent
tectonic activity (O’Neill and Lopez, 1985; O’Neill, 1993). Generally, it is considered to
have its center on a major lithospheric plate boundary (O’Neill, 1993) that is interpreted
as the suture zone between the Medicine Hat Block of the Archean Hearne and Wyoming
provinces (O’Neill and Lopez, 1985; Hoffman, 1988; O’Neill, 1993; Boemer et al.,
1998). However, Boemer et al. (1998) claim the GFTZ is best interpreted as a
“reactivated Archean (?) intracontinental shear zone rather than a Proterozoic age suture
between Archean provinces” based on electromagnetic studies. Friend (2000) showed
that the GFTZ is a zone o f inherent crustal weakness with low flexural rigidity, leading to
reactivation periodically along the zone. Ruff (2003) suggests the GFTZ may have
influenced Late Cretaceous magmatism in central-western Montana.
Thrusting ceased at around 59 Ma, and the region underwent isostatic rebound
and denudation (Sears, 2001; Sears and Hendrix, 2004), followed by widespread
extensional faulting in southwest Montana (Sears, 1998; Sears and Hendrix, 2004).
Crustal extension began in the Eocene around 53 Ma and continued until around 35 Ma
(Foster, 2000). Major ductile deformation developed in the Bitterroot mylonite zone
from 52 Ma to 42 Ma (Foster, 2000), and the Bitterroot metamorphic core complex was
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exhumed along low angle detachment faults (Hyndman, 1980; Foster, 2000; Kalakay et
al., 2003). Paleomagnetic data suggests the Bitterroot mylonite core complex was
exposed during unroofing, as the Sapphire plate underwent post-middle Eocene
clockwise rotation (Doughty and Sheriff, 1992). The extension and exhumation also led
to formation of the Anaconda extensional terrane, a sinuous, east-dipping, low angle fault
zone that extends for over 100 km (Kalakay et al., 2003; O ’Neill and Lageson, 2003).
This zone is interpreted as the detachment fault bounding the Anaconda core complex
(O’Neill and Lageson, 2003). The unroofing o f the Anaconda core complex exposed
Late Cretaceous structures, and the extension also led to formation of the nappe-like fold
complex in the Anaconda and Flint Creek Ranges (Kalakay et al., 2003). The LCL
served as a transfer zone linking the extension in the Bitterroot, and the Anaconda core
complexes to the Spokane dome and Canadian complexes.
A Middle Eocene volcanic sequence, age 47.7 Ma to 43.7 Ma, is present in the
Garnet Range around Union Peak and Mt. Baldy, just to the southwest of the study area
(Carter, 1982). This sequence is correlative to the Challis volcanics in Idaho, and
consists of andésite, rhyolite, olivine basalt, and latite porphyry volcanic rocks, with
some volcaniclastics (Carter, 1982). Small andésite dikes from this sequence are present
within the Gamet-Coloma study area.
During Middle Miocene, the LCL accommodated southwestern Montana crustal
extension with dextral (right-lateral) slip (Hyndman et al., 1988; Sears et al., 1998). This
movement is documented in the northeast-trending extensional zone by angular
unconformities between the faulted Renova Formation and the Six Mile Creek Formation
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(Sears et al., 1998). Northwest-trending faults developed in the Late Cenezoic that
crosscut the Mid-Miocene and older extensional fault systems (Sears et al., 1998).
This study intends to further constrain the relationship between metamorphism,
strain, and deformation. It intends to establish the depth of emplacement for the Garnet
stock, which has important implications for the plunge-projection profile (Figure 3). It
also intends to constrain timing of movement along the LCL, rotation of thrust slabs, and
therefore constrain the timing of unroofing for interpretation of Eocene and Miocene
tectonics. It will also help constrain whether movement along the Elevation Mountain
fault was pre, syn, or post-kinematic to intrusion of the Garnet stock.
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ROCK UNITS
Precambrian Garnet Range Formation
The Garnet Range Formation is the oldest unit present in the study area and is part
of the Belt-Purcell Supergroup (Figure 6). The Pilcher Quartzite of the Belt-Purcell
Supergroup gradationally overlies the Garnet Range Formation, but locally it has been
eroded by pre-middle Cambrian denudation and the Flathead Sandstone lies
disconformably on the Garnet Range Formation (McGroder, 1984). Kauffman (1963)
estimated the thickness of the Garnet Range Formation to be around 914 m in the GametBearmouth area, and Sears (1989) reports the thickness to be greater than 305 m in the
study area. Beds range in thickness from 1 cm to 2 m (Dobell, 1965; Reynolds, 1991)
and contain hummocky cross stratification (HCS) (McGroder, 1984; Winston et al., 1993;
Ross, 2003) that may indicate marine conditions or expansion of the Belt basin
(McGroder, 1984; Winston, 1986; Winston et al., 1993; Ross, 2003). The Garnet Range
Formation is described as a brown, red, green, gray, or olive, fine- to medium-grained
quartzite interbedded with dark green, gray to black platy argillites and siltites
(Kauffman, 1963; Brenner, 1964; Dobell, 1965; McGroder, 1984; Berg, 1988; Sears,
1989; Reynolds, 1991). It commonly weathers to drab yellowish-brown, reddish-brown,
or rusty colors (Kauffman, 1963; Brenner, 1964; Dobell, 1965; McGroder, 1984; Sears,
1989; Reynolds, 1991) with some joint surfaces having a limonite coating (Berg, 1988).
It characteristically has micaceous bedding planes (Kauffman, 1963; Dobell, 1965;
McGroder, 1984; Wilkie, 1986; Berg, 1988; Sears, 1989; Reynolds, 1991). The Garnet
Range Formation is host to the barite veins described by Clawson (1957) and Berg (1988)
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(Figure 2). Pelitic varieties metamorphose into spotted white phyllitic homfels that the
prospectors locally termed “bird’s eye porphyry” (Sears, 1989). The Garnet Range
Formation is best exposed either on First Chance Gulch Road at sample location GR-6, or
along the north side of Washoe Creek Spur Road near the Coloma barite vein (location
GR-2) (Plate 5, Appendix A).
Cambrian System
Cambrian deposition in Montana began in early middle Cambrian with eastward
transgression o f the Cambrian sea and deposition of the Sauk sequence (Sloss, 1963;
Peterson, 1981; Fryxell et al., 1986; Bush, 1989). The Sauk sequence (Sloss, 1963)
contains the Flathead Sandstone through the Red Lion Formation (Fryxell et al., 1986)
(Figure 7). The sequence consists of a 300-500 m thick transgressive-regressive package
with the transgressive Flathead Sandstone at the base (Peterson, 1981 ; Fryxell et al.,
1986; Kruger, 1988). Prior to deposition of the Flathead Sandstone and initial
transgression of the Cambrian seaway (post-Belt), an irregular erosional surface
developed (Calkins and Emmons, 1915; Hanson, 1952; McGill, 1959; Mutch, 1961;
Nelson and Dobell, 1961; Csejtey, 1962; Illich, 1966; Kauffman, 1963; Kruger, 1988;
Fryxell et al., 1986). Topographic highs formed during erosion, which became islands in
the Cambrian sea during deposition of the Flathead Sandstone (Hanson, 1952;
McMannis, 1965; Illich, 1965; Fryxell et al., 1986; Kruger, 1988). Following deposition
of the Flathead Sandstone, were three transgressive Grand Cycle (Aitken, 1966,1978)
shale-limestone repetitions (Figure 7) (Fryxell et al., 1986). The end of the first
transgressive Grand Cycle correlates to the top of the Meagher Limestone (Figure 7)
(Bush, 1989). The second cycle began with renewed transgression and deposition of the
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Park Shale and ending with deposition of the Pilgrim Formation (Figure 7) (Bush, 1989),
The Red Lion Formation represents the third transgressive Grand Cycle (Figure 7) (Bush,
1989).
Flathead Sandstone
The Flathead Sandstone consists of discontinuous lenses (Kauffman, 1963) that
lie on an eroded Precambrian unconformity surface (Calkins and Emmons, 1915;
Hanson, 1952; McGill, 1959; Mutch, 1961; Nelson and Dobell, 1961; Csejtey, 1962;
Illich, 1966; Kauffman, 1963; Fryxell et al., 1986; Kruger, 1988). The discontinuity may
represent deposition of the Flathead Sandstone in low areas on the paleo-topographic
surface (Hanson, 1952; Kauffman, 1963; Illich, 1965; Wilkie, 1986; Fryxell et al., 1986;
Kruger, 1988; Reynolds, 1991). Due to this discontinuity, the Flathead is missing in
some places within the study area and the Silver Hill Formation lies directly on the
Precambrian Garnet Range Formation (Kauffman, 1963). The Flathead Sandstone is
fine- to coarse-grained friable sandstone to vitreous quartzite that is at least 99% quartz
(Emmons and Calkins, 1913; Calkins and Emmons, 1915; Hanson, 1952; Kauffman,
1963; Illich, 1966; Berg, 1988; Reynolds, 1991). It is white, gray, tan, brown, pink or red
in color and has a highly variable thickness (Emmons and Calkins, 1913; Calkins and
Emmons, 1915; Kauffman, 1963; Illich, 1966; Berg, 1988; Reynolds, 1991). See Illich
(1966) and Kruger (1988) for detailed measured sections along Deep Creek. The
Flathead Sandstone tends to form blocky outcrops or massive boulders (Berg, 1988;
Sears, 1989) and metamorphoses to a very hard, vitreous orthoquartzite (Figure 8) (Sears,
1989). The best exposure of the Flathead Sandstone is on the north side of the Garnet
Range Road, at sample location F-1 (Plate 5, Appendix A).
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Figure 8. Flathead Sandstone at sample location F-1 (field book and Chelsy for scale).
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Silver Hill Formation
The contact between the Flathead Sandstone and the Silver Hill Formation is
gradational (Hanson, 1952; Kauffman, 1963). The Silver Hill Formation, defined by
Emmons and Calkins (1913) is equivalent to the Wolsey Formation (Hanson, 1952). It
contains three members, a lower shale member, a middle limestone with thin siliceous
laminae member, and a thin upper dark green shale member (Emmons and Calkins, 1913;
Calkins and Emmons, 1915; Hanson, 1952). The lower shale member is banded in green,
brown, and gray and consists of siliceous shales interbedded with thin limestones and
sandstones (Emmons and Calkins, 1913; Calkins and Emmons, 1915; Kauffman, 1963;
Berg, 1988; Reynolds, 1991). The lower shale metamorphoses into a rusty weathering
homfels (Figure 9), with some areas containing cordierite spots (Emmons and Calkins,
1913; Calkins and Emmons, 1915; Sears, 1989). The lower shale grades into the middle
laminated member (Brenner, 1964), with some calc-silicate layers in between that
metamorphose to garnet-bearing skam. The middle laminated member is a pure, white to
pale gray limestone interbedded with dark gray to brownish-gray siliceous layers
(Emmons and Calkins, 1913; Calkins and Emmons, 1915; Kauffman, 1963; Brenner,
1964; Reynolds, 1991), which sometimes appear “mottled” (Emmons and Calkins, 1913;
Calkins and Emmons, 1915; Hanson, 1952; Berg, 1988; Sears, 1989). The layers are
approximately 0.5-1 cm thick and on weathered surfaces the siliceous layers have a
higher relief than the limestone layers giving the rock a ribbon-like texture (Emmons and
Calkins, 1913; Calkins and Emmons, 1915; Brenner, 1964; Berg, 1988; Reynolds, 1991).
It is due to this texture that this member is described as the ribbon limestone of the Silver
Hill Formation (Figure 10). The ribbon limestone grades into thin olive-green to drab-
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Figure 9. Lower homfels of Silver Hill Formation at sample location
SH-1, on north side of Garnet Range Road (field book for scale).
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Figure 10. Middle ribbon limestone member of Silver Hill Formation at sample location
SH-3, on north side of Garnet Range Road (field book for scale).
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green banded shales that metamorphose to a chocolate brown homfels (Emmons and
Calkins, 1913; Calkins and Emmons, 1915). The Silver Hill Formation is approximately
60 m thick within the study area (Sears, 1989), and it is best exposed along the north side
of the Garnet Range Road, near the Washoe Creek Spur Road, at sample locations SH-1,
SH-2, and SH-3 (Plate 5, Appendix A).
Meagher Limestone
The Meagher Limestone, Park Shale, and Pilgrim Formation are correlative to the
Hasmark Formation (Hanson, 1952). The Meagher Limestone is equivalent to the lower
limestone unit of the Hasmark (Hanson, 1952), which is described as a light gray to
bluish-gray magnesium-limestone (Emmons and Calkins, 1913; Calkins and Emmons,
1915; Kauffman, 1963) or pure limestone (Hanson, 1952). It commonly is moderately
fine-grained to microcrystalline and it is commonly cliff forming (Emmons and Calkins,
1913; Calkins and Emmons, 1915; Hanson, 1952; Sears, 1989). The Meagher Limestone
metamorphoses to a bluish-gray marble (Sears, 1989). It has a slight petroliferous odor
on freshly fractured surfaces due to intergranular hydrocarbons. It is approximately 180
m thick (Sears, 1989) and is best exposed along the Garnet Range Road at sample
locations MR-1 (Figure 11) and MR-5 (Plate 5, Appendix A). The Meagher Limestone is
also well exposed on Repeater Ridge, at sample location MR-4, and contains white to
bluish-gray stromatolite beds at this location (Plate 5, Appendix A).
Park Shale
The Park Shale is equivalent to the middle shale member of the Hasmark
Formation (Hanson, 1952). It is described as thin micaceous silty shales, interbedded
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Figure 11. Meagher Limestone at sample location MR-1, on north side of Garnet Range
Road (field book for scale).
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with siltstone and fine-grained calcite-cemented sandstones at the base and limestone at
the top (Fryxell et al., 1986; Pratt, 2002). The interbedded sandstone at the base is
restricted in aerial distribution (Fryxell et al., 1986; Pratt, 2002) and is not present in the
study area. Generally, the Park Shale is brown, chocolate-brown, green, greenish-gray,
brownish-gray, maroon, or purplish-gray fissile, micaceous shale (Emmons and Calkins,
1913; Calkins and Emmons, 1915; Hanson, 1952; Fryxell et al., 1986; Sears, 1989). It
contains occasional siltstone beds at the base and beds of fine-grained tabular limestone
nodules and lenses about 2 cm thick (Emmons and Calkins, 1913; Calkins and Emmons,
1915; Sears, 1989). It is approximately 30 m thick, metamorphoses to a reddish-brown
or brown homfels with interbedded calc-silicate and silicate layers, and contains a thin
granitic sill up to a meter thick almost everywhere within the study area (Sears, 1989).
The Park Shale is best exposed along the Garnet Range Road at sample location Pa-1
(Figure 12), and along Kearns Creek at sample location Pa-6 (Plate 5, Appendix A).
Pilgrim Formation
The Pilgrim Formation is equivalent to the upper magnesium-limestone of the
Hasmark Formation (Hanson, 1952). It is described as a thick bedded, fine-grained
magnesium-limestone or dolomite (Emmons and Calkins, 1913; Calkins and Emmons,
1915; Hanson, 1952). It is distinctively white, creamy-white, beige, or creamy-yellow in
color (Emmons and Calkins, 1913; Calkins and Emmons, 1915; Kauffman, 1963; Sears,
1989), and seems to be preferentially replaced by chert, agate, or chalcedony in veins and
cavities in some places (Kauffman, 1963). It is approximately 45 m thick in the study
area and it commonly contains quartz veinlets and rusty sulfide minerals (Sears, 1989).
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Figure 12. Park Shale with granitic sill at sample location Pa-1, on north side o f Garnet
Range Road (field book for scale).
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The Pilgrim Formation is resistant, but friable, and weathers to a fine, creamy-white,
creamy-yellow, or beige dolomite sand (Sears, 1989). The Pilgrim Formation is well
exposed at the Sand Park/Coloma Cemetery, at sample location Pi-1 (Figure 13), and it
also is well exposed at locations Pi-4 and Pi-6 (Plate 5, Appendix A).
Red Lion Formation
The Red Lion Formation is the uppermost Cambrian unit present in the study
area, and represents renewed transgression (Fryxell et al., 1986). It is described as having
an upper and lower member (Emmons and Calkins, 1913; Calkins and Emmons, 1915;
Hanson, 1952; Kaufftnan, 1963; Reynolds, 1991). The lower member is described as
calcareous coal-black, olive-green, reddish-brown, and yellowish-brown shales
interbedded with red, reddish-brown, and yellowish-brown siltstone, greenish-gray fine
grained sandstone, and mottled, grainy limestone (Emmons and Calkins, 1913; Calkins
and Emmons, 1915; Hanson, 1952; Kauffman, 1963; Reynolds, 1991). The upper
member is described as drab blue-gray laminated limestone interbedded with deep
reddish-purple, dull-yellow, red, brown, or gray siliceous layers, and it weathers in a
ribbon-like texture similar to the Silver Hill Formation (Emmons and Calkins, 1913;
Calkins and Emmons, 1915; Hanson, 1952; Kauffman, 1963; Reynolds, 1991). In the
study area contact metamorphism has altered the Red Lion Formation and it consists of
three whitish-beige calc-silicate layers separated by three dark gray to black spotted
homfels layers, with an upper unique whitish-beige calc-silicate unit (Figure 14) (Sears,
1989). The four basal layers are thin and consist of fine-grained whitish-beige, beige,
gray, greenish-blue, and grayish-beige calc-silicate (skam) and fine-grained dark gray to
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Figure 13. Pilgrim Formation at sample location Pi-1, on north side o f Garnet Range
Road (field book for scale).
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black homfels (Figures 14 and 15), followed by a thicker light gray to white calc-silicate
(skam) layer (Figure 16 and 17). The calc-silicate layer grades into a fine-grained
homfels layer (Figure 14 and 17), which coarsens abmptly upward (Figure 18) into the
black coarse-grained spotted homfels unit. Following the coarse-grained spotted homfels
is a unique whitish-beige calc-silicate unit described by Sears (1989) as a flat-pebble
conglomerate consisting of angular shale clasts tipped edgewise within a mud matrix
(Figure 19). The Red Lion Formation is approximately 35 m thick in the study area
(Sears, 1989) and it is best exposed along the Garnet Range Road at sample location RL7 (Plate 5, Appendix A).
Ordovician Kinnikinic Formation
Most of westem Montana has the Devonian section resting on the Cambrian and
the Ordovician and Silurian are missing due to pre-Devonian erosion, but in some areas
Ordovician strata are preserved (Hanson, 1952; McMannis, 1965; Peterson, 1981;
Reynolds, 1991). There is an unconformity between the Cambrian and the Ordovician
that may reflect a paleotopographic surface (Peterson, 1981; Reynolds, 1991). The
Ordovician Kinnikinic Formation unconformably overlies the Belt strata near the
Montana-Idaho border (McMannis, 1965; Peterson, 1981), and wedges to the east
(Peterson, 1981) where it conformably overlies the Red Lion Formation (Reynolds,
1991). It is described by Reynolds (1991) in the Cramer Creek area, south of the study
area, as a well-sorted silica-cemented quartz arenite. It is beige to creamy-white resistant
quartzite exhibiting quartz overgrowths where it has undergone contact metamorphism.
It is only about a meter thick within the study area and it provides a unique stratigraphie
marker (Sears, 1989). It is best exposed along the Gamet Range Road at both sample
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Figure 15. Basal calc-silicate and homfels o f Red Lion Formation at sample location
RL-7 (field book for scale).
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Figure 16. Alternating homfels and calc-silicate layers of Red Lion Formation at sample
location RL-7 (basal homfels is upper layer in Figure 15) (field book for scale).
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Figure 17. Middle calc-silicate layer and fine-grained homfels layer of Red Lion
Formation at sample location RL-7 (calc-silicate is upper layer in Figure 16) (field book
for scale).
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Figure 18. Fine-grained homfels layer and coarse-grained homfels layer of Red Lion
Formation at sample location RL-7 (fine-grained homfels is upper layer in Figure 17)
(field book for scale).
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Figure 19. Upper calc-silicate unit of Red Lion Formation at sample location RL-7, top
photograph is at base o f calc-silicate unit, bottom photograph is top o f calc-silicate unit
(field book for scale).
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locations K-1 and K-2 (Plate 5, Appendix A). The Kinnikinic Formation is very thin, and
is mapped with the Devonian Jefferson and Maywood Formations.
Devonian System
Devonian strata were deposited when the Upper Devonian transgression covered
Montana (Peterson, 1981). They overlie an erosion unconformity with most of the
Ordovician and all o f the Silurian time periods missing due to pre-Devonian erosion
(Hanson, 1952; McMannis, 1965; Peterson, 1981). The Devonian system represents a
transgressive sequence of clastic marine beds overlain by a prominent sequence of
dolomite and limestone (Peterson, 1981).
Maywood Formation
The Maywood Formation is described as interbedded fine- to medium-grained
red, white, light gray, and dark gray limestone and dolomite, with gray, olive-green, and
green calcareous shale, and brownish-yellow, gray, or gray-yellow dolomitic sandstone
and siltstone (Emmons and Calkins, 1913; Calkins and Emmons, 1915; Kauffman, 1963;
Peterson, 1981; Sears, 1989; Reynolds, 1991). The Maywood Formation is about 20 m
thick and poorly exposed in the study area (Sears, 1989). It contains thick sericitic clay
beds and is described as the “Mud Dike” by early miners (Sears, 1989). Due to the poor
exposure of the Maywood it is mapped with the Ordovician Kinnikinic and Devonian
Jefferson Formations. It is exposed along the Garnet Range Road near sample location J1 (Plate 5, Appendix A).
Jefferson Formation
The Jefferson Formation consists of magnesium-limestone, dolomite, fossiliferous
limestone, evaporate beds, and shaly limestone (Emmons and Calkins, 1913; Calkins and
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Emmons, 1915; Kauffman, 1963; Peterson, 1981; Sears, 1989; Reynolds, 1991). The
Jefferson Formation is generally thick-bedded and white, gray, brown, gray-brown, or
black in color (Emmons and Calkins, 1913; Calkins and Emmons, 1915; Kauffman,
1963; Peterson, 1981; Sears, 1989; Reynolds, 1991). It has a very fine-grained to sugary
texture and develops into a blocky white, gray, or black marble (Figure 20) with splintery
white to gray tremolite crystals in some areas when metamorphosed (Emmons and
Calkins, 1913; Calkins and Emmons, 1915; Sears, 1989). Freshly broken surfaces release
a petroliferous or sulfurous odor due to intergranular hydrocarbons (Kauffman, 1963;
Sears, 1989; Reynolds, 1991). Sears (1989) reports the presence of deformed white
ovoids within the Jefferson Formation on Nineteen Ten Ridge that he interprets to be
stromatoporoid algal balls. The Jefferson Formation is approximately 150 m thick within
the study area (Sears, 1989) and it is best exposed along the Garnet Range Road at
sample locations J-1 (Figure 20) and J-3 (Plate 5, Appendix A).
Cretaceous Garnet Stock
The Garnet Stock is light gray granite containing plagioclase, quartz, K-spar,
hornblende, biotite, and accessory minerals (Wilkie, 1986; Sears, 1989). It becomes
slightly more mafic at the margins due to incorporation of country rock. It is susceptible
to weathering and exhibits spheroidal weathering on an outcrop scale (Figure 21)
(Wilkie, 1986). According to Wilkie (1986) it appears to have been formed by at least
two intrusive phases of a similar granitic composition, exhibiting a phaneritic texture near
the margins and a porphyritic texture towards the interior of the stock. It has a high
geochemical correspondence to the Idaho-Bitterroot and Boulder batholiths, which
implies it either formed in the same environment or it had the same magma source
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Figure 20. Devonian Jefferson Formation at sample location J-1, on north side o f Garnet
Range Road (field book for scale).
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Figure 21. Cretaceous Garnet Stock at sample location GS-3 on south side o f Garnet
Range Road (field book for scale).
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(Wilkie, 1986). The Garnet stock has a concordant contact with the country rock bedding
from around Coloma to Elk Creek (Sears, 1989). The contact with the country rock dips
towards the stock and defines a northeast-trending synclinal down warp (Sears, 1989).
The stock has either caused or filled the synclinal feature (Wilkie, 1986; Sears, 1989)
called the Elk Creek syncline by Brenner (1964). Sears (1989) interprets the stock to be
an immense sill that expanded into the top of the Devonian section, stretched and thinned
the rocks by vertical collapse, and sank into the sedimentary section as it cooled. The
stretching, thinning and sinking may have caused the northeast-trending synclinal
downwarp occupied by the Garnet stock. The Garnet stock is well exposed along the
Garnet Range Road from around sample location GS-3 (Figure 21) to just north of Garnet
ghost town (Plate 5, Appendix A).
Intrusive Dikes and Sills
Thin granitic sills that tend to be more mafic than the Garnet stock are common in
the contact metamorphic aureole (Sears, 1989). They are usually hornblende
granodiorites to diorites and are common in the shale units and the Jefferson Formation
adjacent to the stock (Sears, 1989). The Park Shale has a sill no thicker than a meter that
is present almost everywhere within the study area (Figure 12) (Sears, 1989) and there
are a few sills within the Jefferson Formation where it is in close proximity to the stock
(Figure 22) (Plate 5, Appendix A).
Eocene andésite dikes are also present in the study area, and are related to the
Eocene Union Peak volcanics. They are about a meter or less in thickness (too thin to
map) and tend to crosscut the metasedimentary units (Plate 5, Appendix A).
A small Eocene basalt outcrop was observed just outside of the study area along
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Figure 22. Sills within Jefferson Formation at sample location
Sill-2 (J) (field book for scale).
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Elk Creek Road (Appendix A). It is vesicular basalt with white, green, and greenish-blue
zeolites filling the vesicules.
Paleogene Debris Flow
A granitic debris flow crosscuts the contact metamorphic aureole near Chicken
Run Spring (Sears, per com., 2003). It is around 300 m in width consisting mainly of
weathered gray granite with occasional incorporated boulders o f country rock in a
granitic clay and soil matrix (Figure 23) (Sears, per com., 2003). It is best exposed along
Chicken Run Spring at sample location GS-I (Plate 5, Appendix A).
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Figure 23. Paleogene debris flow at sample location GS-1 (for scale from left to right:
Matt Zunker, Layaka Mann (author), and Jim Sears).
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STRUCTURE
Deep Creek Anticline
The Deep Creek anticline is a major structure of the LCL. Most of the LCL folds
are southeast plunging (Sears, 1989), but the Deep Creek anticline is doubly plunging,
with a general trend of N50°W to N60°W (Kauffman, 1963). The axial trace curves
abruptly to the west near Garnet, along the contact with the stock (Plates 2-5) (Kauffman,
1963; Sears, 1989). Anderson Hill forms a structural high, or dome, in the Garnet Range
Formation at the center o f the anticline (Kauffman, 1963). The nose of the anticline is in
the Cambrian Meagher Limestone, on a ridge locally called “Repeater Ridge,” directly
southwest of Garnet (Figure 24, Plates 2-5). The northeast limb o f the Deep Creek
anticline “becomes the basin which contains the Garnet stock,” so it is a composite fold
(Sears, 1989). This interference between the Garnet stock and the Deep Creek anticline
suggests they formed together, during intrusion o f the stock (Sears, 1989). The southwest
limb of the Deep Creek anticline is cut by a normal fault on the south end of Repeater
Ridge, and contains the Meagher Limestone through the Garnet Range Formation (Figure
24, Plates 2-5).
Faults
There is a normal fault on the south end of Repeater Ridge, herein termed the
“Repeater Ridge fault.” It is easily recognized on the south end of Repeater Ridge due to
the presence of fault breccia, and the sharp decrease in metamorphic grade on the downdropped side of the fault. It trends to the northwest, from First Chance Gulch to Repeater
Ridge, and then bends to trend to the west, from Repeater Ridge to the confluence of
Kearns Creek and Bear Creek. It is believed the fault then trends up the Bear Creek
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drainage, to the west. It may connect into the fault system mapped by Sears (1989) east
of First Chance Gulch. Wilkie (1986) recognized a normal fault, he termed the “Kearns
Creek fault”, and interpreted it as a northwest-trending fault that cuts across the south end
of Repeater Ridge and up into Keams Creek. He also recognized a normal fault near the
confluence of Cannonball Gulch and Bear Creek, which he termed the “Upper Bear
Creek fault”, and interpreted it to be a northeast trending fault (Wilkie, 1986). The new
mapping revises interpretation o f the trends of these faults, and that they are not separate,
but in fact the same fault, the Repeater Ridge fault (Figure 24, Plates 2-6). The present
mapping also revises interpretation of Wilkie’s (1986) “Garnet thrust” fault, which he
describes as a bedding plane thrust fault. Recognition by Sears (1989) that the Hasmark
Formation can be stratigraphically divided into the Meagher Limestone, Park Shale, and
Pilgrim Formation in this area, and that the area contains a complete, unfaulted
stratigraphie section from the Precambrian Garnet Range Formation through the
Devonian Jefferson Formation, revises Wilkie’s (1986) interpretation.
The Elevation Mountain fault, recognized by Wallace et al. (1986) is a fault of the
LCL that lies to the northeast of the study area. Wallace et al. (1990) describe it as
having strike-slip and dip-slip components, the southwest block down-dropped, and
approximately 8 km of right separation. They also claim there is no offset of the stock,
based on unpublished data from J. D. Obradovich showing the Garnet stock cuts the
Elevation Mountain fault (Wallace et al., 1990). Sears and Hendrix (2004), in contrast,
concluded that fault movement postdated the emplacement of the Garnet stock, and the
stock may be offset by the Elevation Mountain fault. This explains the abrupt nature of
the change in the stock, the southwest end intruded into the top of the Devonian section,
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whereas across the Elevation Mountain fault the stock is in contact with the Precambrian
section. Wilkie (1986) also noted a change in the geochemical signature of the Garnet
stock in the approximate area where the Elevation Mountain fault intersects the stock.
There is a set o f northeast- to east-trending faults that dissect the Garnet Range
Formation in the Deep Creek anticline around Anderson Hill, mapped by Sears (1989).
They disrupt the gold-bearing quartz veins, and contain breccia and gouge zones
indicating they formed in “cold, brittle rocks at shallow crustal levels” (Sears, 1989).
Sears (1989) proposes that this set of faults formed in response to extension and erosion
after 50 Ma, and cites corroborative evidence for this extension as a northeast-trending
dike swarm that intruded as the crust stretched from northwest to southeast.
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION
Introduction
Bulk random X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) was utilized in conjunction with
petrography for mineral identification of fine-grained samples (See Plate 5 for sample
locations, and Appendix A for sample descriptions). To prepare samples for XRD
analysis, the samples were crushed and ground using a cast iron mortar and pestle. Then
the ground samples were placed individually into a backloader for “infinite” thickness
and random orientation. The samples were analyzed using a Philips-Norelco PW3710
based X-ray diffractometer with a copper tube and a theta compensating slit running at 40
Kv and 30 mA. The bulk random backloader samples were scanned from 2®20 to 65®20
in 0.020^20 steps. The XRD pattern peak d-spacings were labeled using MacDiff
(Petschick, 2000). The XRD patterns were indexed using the S e le c te d P o w d e r
D iffr a c tio n D a ta f o r M in e r a ls S e a r c h M a n u a l
D a ta B ook.

and the M in e r a l P o w d e r D iffr a c tio n F ile

Once indexed, the patterns were stacked using MacDiff to show samples

with the same mineral assemblage together (Petschick, 2000). Then the XRD patterns
were exported as a Piet file. Using Adobe Illustrator, the Piet file patterns were labeled
for mineral content, and then exported as a Jpeg file for the final product.
Garnet Range Formation
XRD analysis of the Garnet Range Formation samples shows they all contain
quartz, plagioclase, biotite, and muscovite, and all the samples except GR-lb, GR-ld, and
GR-6b also contain chlorite (Appendix Bl).
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Silver Hill Formation
Silver Hill Formation XRD patterns show homfels samples SH-la, SH-lb, SH-4,
SH-5, SH-6, and SH-9 contain quartz, plagioclase, biotite, and muscovite, and sample
SH-4 also contains cordierite (Appendix B2). The calc-silicate sample SH-2a consists of
garnet, epidote, diopside, calcite, quartz and plagioclase (Appendix B3). The ribbon
limestone SH-3 contains calcite, quartz, plagioclase, biotite, muscovite, and tremolite
(Appendix B4). Sample SH-7 is a calc-silicate consisting of calcite, quartz, plagioclase,
and tremolite (Appendix B5).
Meagher Limestone
XRD analysis of the Meagher Limestone shows calcite and quartz, with sample
MR-3 also containing chlorite. Sample MR-4a contains tremolite in addition to the
quartz and calcite (Appendix B6).
Park Shale
Park Shale homfels samples Pa-lb, Pa-4a, Pa-6b, and Pa-7a contain quartz,
plagioclase, biotite, and muscovite. In addition, sample Pa-lb contains cordierite.
Samples Pa-4a, Pa-6b, and Pa-7a contain andalusite. Sample Pa-7a contains chlorite
(Appendix B7). Skam sample Pa-lc contains gamet, calcite, and quartz (Appendix B8).
Sample Pa-4b consists of gamet, epidote, diopside, calcite, quartz, plagioclase, and
tremolite (Appendix B9). Samples Pa-6a, and Pa-7b contain quartz, plagioclase, biotite,
muscovite, calcite, and tremolite (Appendix BIO).
Pilgrim Formation
The Pilgrim Formation is a dolomite with minor amounts o f quartz, plagioclase,
calcite, and chlorite (Appendix B l 1).
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Red Lion Formation
Red Lion Formation homfels sample R L -la consists o f plagioclase, biotite,
muscovite, potassium feldspar (K-spar), and minor quartz (Appendix B12). Calc-silicate
samples RL-lb, RL-2b, RL-4b, RL-5b, RL-7e, RL-7g, and RL-7i contain gamet, epidote,
diopside, calcite, quartz, and plagioclase, and all but RL-7i also contain tremolite
(Appendix B13). Homfels samples RL-2a, RL-4a, RL-5a, RL-6a, RL-7d, RL-7f, RL-7h,
and RL-7j consist of quartz, plagioclase, K-spar, biotite, muscovite, and andalusite. All
these samples, excluding RL-2a and RL-5a, also contain chlorite (Appendix B14). Skam
sample RL-6b is dominated by gamet, and also contains epidote, quartz, calcite, diopside,
tremolite, and plagioclase, and the gamet appears to be a solid solution between grossular
and andradite (Appendix B15). Sample RL-7a contains calcite and quartz (Appendix
B16) and sample RL-7b contains calcite, quartz, plagioclase, biotite, and muscovite
(Appendix B17). Sample RL-7k, weathered out spots from homfels sample RL-7J,
contains quartz, plagioclase, biotite, muscovite, cordierite, and chlorite (Appendix B18).
It is interesting to note that the cordierite peak is weak in sample RL-7k, and is not
present in the whole rock sample RL-7j. More samples contain cordierite, as
pétrographie analysis reveals, but the peaks for cordierite may not be intense enough to
detect through XRD analysis. Pétrographie analysis reveals that this also appears to be
true for andalusite, the XRD pattems only pick up the andalusite when there is enough
present to be visible in hand specimen.
Jefferson Formation
The Jefferson Formation sample J-3 is a dolomite with minor calcite. Sample Jla is either a magnesium-calcite (Figure 25) (Chave, 1952) with minor quartz, or the
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Figure 25. The relation between magnesium content and interplanar spacing. The analyzed specimens in
the graph are (i) pelecypod (Bermuda); ( 2 ) pelecypod (Alaska); (i) pelecypod (Bermuda); (4) Iceland spar
(unknown); (5) pelecypod (Bermuda); { 6 ) barnacle (Japan); (7) sponge (California); (f) echinoid (Cali
fornia); (P) echinoid spines (Bermuda); { 10) echinoid (Bermuda); { 11) echinoid (Guam); { 12) Foraminifera
(Bermuda); { 13) coral (Bermuda); (14) algae (Bermuda); { 15) starfish (Florida); { 16) algae (Guam); { 17)
algae (Palau); { 18) algae (Bermuda); (19) algae (Florida); and { 20) algae (Florida). (From Chave, 1952]
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analysis may be flawed, as the calcite peak is at 2.99 angstroms rather than 3.04
angstroms, and what may be a quartz peak is at 3.30 angstroms rather than 3.34
angstroms (Appendix B19).
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PETROGRAPHY
Introduction
A total o f 26 thin sections of politic homfels samples from the Gamet Range
Formation, Silver Hill Formation, Park Shale, and Red Lion Formation were examined
using a polarizing microscope to determine metamorphic properties (Plate 5, Appendix
A; for thin section data, see Appendix C). All contact aureole rocks within the study area
occupy the biotite stability field. Andalusite, cordierite, and K-spar zones are concentric
to the stock (Plate 6). Sillimanite is present in close proximity to the stock at sample
location RL-4a (Plate 5, Appendix A).
Textures
Quartz is present in all pelitic homfels samples examined, although it is very
minor in sample R L-la (Appendix B, Appendix C). It is a colorless, uniaxial-positive
mineral that has low positive relief, low birefringence (up to white), and undulose
extinction. It often is present in the matrix of samples with plagioclase, muscovite,
biotite, and ± K-spar, and it is also present in halos sometimes surrounding
porphyroblasts (Figures 26 and 27).
Plagioclase is present in all pelitic homfels samples examined (Appendix B,
Appendix C). It is a colorless, biaxial mineral that has low to moderate positive relief,
low birefringence; it does not exhibit twinning. It commonly is present in the matrix of
the samples with quartz, muscovite, biotite, and ± K-spar, and it may accompany quartz
in halos surrounding porphyroblasts (Figures 26 and 27).
K-spar is only present in samples located north of the K-spar isograd within the
Red Lion Formation (Plate 6, Appendix B, Appendix C). It is a colorless, biaxial-
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Figure 26. Photomicrograph o f quartz and plagioclase (GR-6b) (blue filter), top: planepolarized light, bottom: crossed polars.
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Figure 27. Photomicrograph o f quartz and plagioclase in halo surrounding cordierite
porphyroblast with altered rim (RL-6a), top: plane-polarized light, bottom: crossed
polars.
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negative mineral with low negative relief, and low birefringence. To aid in the
pétrographie identification of K-spar for selected samples (RL-4a, RL-5a, RL-6a, and
RL-7j), secondary thin sections were cut and stained by etching half of the thin sections
with hydrofluoric acid and staining them with sodium cobaltinitrite. Staining revealed
that K-spar occupies the matrix of the samples in association with quartz, muscovite,
biotite, and plagioclase; it is also present in halos surrounding porphyroblasts (Figure 28).
Muscovite is present in all the pelitic homfels samples (Appendix B, Appendix
C). It is a colorless, biaxial negative mineral with moderate positive relief, parallel
extinction, moderate birefringence; it is length slow. It shows true bird’s-eye texture and
is also present as sericite (a very-fine-grained, scaly alteration product) in pinite (a palegreen, fine-grained aggregate of muscovite and chlorite minerals) that replaces cordierite
(Figures 29 and 30).
Biotite is present in all pelitic homfels samples (Plate 6, Appendix B, Appendix
C). It is a biaxial negative mineral with brown or green pleochroism that is darker with
the long axis oriented in the east-west direction. It exhibits parallel extinction, moderate
positive relief, and high birefringence. The green to blue-green color of some biotite may
indicate the mica is phlogopite, a high-Mg biotite, or a Fe^^-rich titanium poor biotite
(Stuart, 1966). In fine-grained samples, biotite appears in the fine-grained matrix as
small, stubby, pleochroic brown crystals (Figure 31), and may occur along the schistosity.
In coarser-grained samples, the biotite is either brown or green and contains ilmenite
needles (Figures 30 and 32). In experimental reactions, biotite with high contents of Fe
and Ti forms ilmenite (Winkler, 1974). In the study area samples, biotite is generally in
the matrix (Figure 31), or rims cordierite porphyroblasts (Figure 33). In Red Lion
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Figure 28. Photomicrograph o f stained K-spar (RL-4a) (blue filter), top: plane-polarized
light, bottom: crossed polars.
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Figure 29. Photomicrographs o f pinite (fine-grained aggregate o f muscovite and chlorite
replacing cordierite), (top: GR-lb, bottom: GR-ld), crossed polars.
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Figure 30. Photomicrograph o f muscovite and biotite (RL-6a), top: plane-polarized light,
bottom: crossed polars.
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Figure 31. Photomicrographs o f stubby biotite crystals in matrix (Pa-lb), plane-polarized
light.
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Figure 32. Photomicrograph o f brown and green biotite with ilmenite (RL-4a), planepolarized light.
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Figure 33. Photomicrograph o f biotite rimming altered cordierite porphyroblast (RL-4a),
top: plane-polarized light, bottom: crossed polars.
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samples near the Nancy Hank’s mine (RL-5a and RL-6a), cordierite porphyroblasts are
entirely replaced by pinite, and pinite is replaced in some porphyryblasts entirely by
muscovite and biotite (Figure 30).
Andalusite forms porphyroblasts in the Red Lion and Garnet Range formations
(Plate 6, Appendix C). It is an orthorhombic, biaxial negative, colorless to pink
pleochroic mineral with moderate positive relief, low birefringence, parallel extinction,
and two cleavages at 90°. It is frequently poikiloblastic with various inclusions (Figure
34). K-spar, quartz, and plagioclase halos surround some andalusite porphyroblasts
(Figure 35). In sample RL-4a, sillimanite fringes andalusite (Figure 36).
Cordierite porphyroblasts speckle the Red Lion Formation, Park Shale, Silver Hill
Formation, and Garnet Range Formation (Plate 6, Appendix C). This orthorhombic,
biaxial negative, colorless mineral has low positive or negative relief, and low
birefringence. Unaltered porphyroblasts exhibit sector twinning, a pseudohexagonal type
twinning with compositional planes radiating from the center at 30°, 60°, and 120°
intervals (Venkatesh, 1954) with polars crossed (Figure 37). Many cordierite
porphyroblasts are altered to pinite, and appear pale green under plane-polarized light
(Wilkie, 1986) (Figure 38). Radiation damage created characteristic yellow pleochroic
halos around zircon inclusions in some cordierite crystals. Some cordierite
porphyroblasts are elongate along the schistosity (Figure 39) because the force of
crystallization encounters less resistance along schistosity to crystal growth (Minnich,
1984). Many cordierite crystals exhibit halos (Figure 27) or zoning due to changes in the
environment during crystallization (Minnich, 1984) (Figure 40). According to Minnich
(1984), a quasi-relationship exists between the twinning and zonation, as there are simple
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Figure 34. Photomicrograph o f poikiloblastic andalusite crystal (RL-7j) (blue filter), top:
plane-polarized light, bottom: crossed polars.
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Figure 35. Photomicrograph o f pink pleochroic andalusite crystal with halo of quartz,
plagioclase, and K-spar, and inclusions o f magnetite (RL-4a), plane-polarized light.
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Figure 36. Photomicrograph o f andalusite with sillimanite fringe (RL-4a) (blue filter),
top: plane-polarized light, bottom; crossed polars.
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Figure 37. Photomicrographs o f cordierite porphyroblasts exhibiting sector twinning
(top: SH-4, bottom: SH-6), crossed polars.
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Figure 38. Photomicrograph o f cordierite spot that has altered to pinite and is replaced in
core (RL-6a), top: plane-polarized light, bottom: crossed polars.
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Figure 39. Photomicrograph o f elongate cordierite porphyroblast growing along
schistosity (SH-6), top: plane-polarized light, bottom: crossed polars.
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Figure 40. Photomicrograph o f a zoned, altered cordierite porphyroblast (GR-lf), planepolarized light.
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twins in unzoned crystals, and more complex twins in zoned crystals. Zoning
compositional variations coupled with variable porphyroblast size indicates there may
have been an inhomogeneous matrix prior to crystallization (Spry, 1969). Some
cordierite porphyroblasts are rotated or rolled (Figure 41). They exhibit an s-shaped
twisted appearance that indicates the crystal rotated about a vortex during growth
(Barker, 1974). This syntectonic texture suggests the rock was undergoing progressive
deformation during metamorphism (Spry, 1969; Barker, 1974; Minnich, 1984). This
supports Minnich’s (1984) conclusion that growth o f cordierite crystals was syntectonic
to cleavage development.
Sillimanite is only present at location RL-4a (Plate 5, Appendix A, Appendix C).
It is an orthorhombic, biaxial positive, colorless mineral with moderate positive relief,
and parallel extinction. It occurs in RL-4a as fibrous, radiating crystals that fringe
andalusite porphyroblasts (Figure 36), or within the matrix (Figure 42).
Garnet occurs within pelitic homfels only at sample location RL-8 (Plate 5,
Appendix A, Appendix C). It is an isotropic, pale pinkish-brown mineral with high
positive relief (Figure 43). In sample RL-8 garnet is not present in the same layer with
andalusite. This indicates compositional variability within the layers.
Chlorite is very fine-grained and occurs in pinite with muscovite (Figure 29).
Chlorite has low to moderate positive relief and low birefringence. It is responsible for
the pale-green pleochroic color of altered cordierite crystals (Figure 38).
Tourmaline occurs as an accessory mineral in the pelitic homfels samples
(Appendix C). It occurs as small, euhedral, blue-green pleochroic crystals that are darker
with the long axis oriented in the north-south direction (Figure 44).
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1000 u m (l mm]

Figure 4L Photomicrograph o f an altered cordierite porphyroblast exhibiting rolled
texture (GR-lb), plane-polarized light.
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Figure 42. Photomicrograph o f sillimanite within matrix (RL-4a) (blue filter), top: planepolarized light, bottom: crossed polars.
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Figure 43. Photomicrograph o f garnet porphyroblasts (RL-8), plane-polarized light.
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Figure 44. Photomicrograph o f tourmaline crystals (RL-4a) (blue filter), top: planepolarized light, bottom: crossed polars.
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Magnetite occurs as an accessory mineral in the pelitic homfels samples
(Appendix C). It has a metallic, brassy color in reflected light, and appears black under
plane-polarized light (Figures 35 and 40).
Apatite occurs as an accessory mineral in the pelitic homfels samples (Appendix
C). It is a uniaxial negative, colorless mineral with low birefringence, moderate positive
relief, and it commonly occurs as pencil-shaped euhedral crystals.
Sphene occurs as an accessory mineral in the pelitic homfels samples (Appendix
C). It occurs as colorless to gray pleochroic grains with very high positive relief, and
extreme birefringence.
Zircon occurs as an accessory mineral in some of the pelitic homfels samples
(Appendix C). Radiation damage surrounding zircon inclusions occur as dark pleochroic
halos within biotite, or yellow pleochroic halos within cordierite.
Assemblages and Pressure/Temperature (FT) Conditions
Because prograde metamorphic conditions generally do not reverse (as they have
driven off the water involved in reactions, Carmichael, 1969) mineral assemblages
typically record the most intense metamorphic conditions achieved, and represent an
approximate approach to thermodynamic equilibrium (Carmichael, 1969). A Thompson
(1957) AFM projection representing metamorphic assemblages observed in thin section
(Appendix C) for pelitic rocks containing cordierite in the study area is shown in Figure
45. Plotting these assemblages on Hess’ (1969) FT diagram provides a small field of
stable FT conditions (Figure 46). However, revision of the aluminum-silicate triple
junction brings the FT conditions down from those indicated on the Hess (1969) FT
diagram. Plotting these assemblages on Yardley’s (1989) FT diagram (Figure 47) gives
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Figure 45. AFM diagram for cordierite-bearing rocks [Modified from Winkler, 1976].
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Figure 46. Petrogenic grid for muscovite-quartz and K-spar-quartz bearing systems.
Double lines indicate the A^SiOs eqillibria. Stable FT conditions for study area samples
shown in gray. [Modified from Hess, 1969].
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Figure 47. Petrogenetic grid for pelitic metasediments with P — P h j O (except curve (9)). Abbreviations used are: AB =
albitc; ALM = almandine; ALS = AJ-silicate; A N = anorthite; A N D = andalusite; BIO = biotite; C D = cordierite;
GRP = carpholite; C T D = chloritoid; G R = grossular; G T = garnet; ILM = ilmenite; KF = K-feldspar; KY = kyanite;
M S = muscovite; OPX = orthopyroxene; PP = pyrope; PYP = pyrophyllite; QZ = quartz; R T = rutile; SA =
sapphirine; SIL = sillimanite; S T = staurolite. Data sources for the curves are as follows: (1) Kcrrick (1968); (2)
Holdaway (1971) ( prism atic SIL ); (3) lower P-T lim its o f Fe-staurolite + quartz fitted to data o f Richardson (1968)
and Rao &Johannes (1979); (4) Yardley (1981b), compiled from Richardson (1968), Ganguly (1972) & Rao & Johannes
(1979); (5) & (6) Holdaway & Lee (1977); (7) Chatterjce & Johannes (1974); (8) & (9) Thom pson (1982) (calculated),
note that curve (9) is for H 20-absent conditions; (10) Luth, Jahns & Tuttle (1964); (11) Goldsmith (1980); (12) Bohlen,
Wall & Boettcher (1983a); (13) limits to sapphirine + quartz in the M g end-member system. Grew (1980); (14) inferred
limits to carpholite from Chopin & Schreyer (1983). Stippled bands are approximate conditions o f the biotite and garnet
isograds. Dashed lines are metastable. N .B. Experimental uncertainties are invariably much greater than the thicknesses
o f the lines drawn. [From Yardley, 1989].
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maximum PT conditions for emplacement where the muscovite breakdown reaction
muscovite + quartz = AbSiOs + K-spar + H2 O
crosses the andalusite/sillimanite reaction. This yields maximum pressures of around 2
kbars and maximum temperatures of around 610°C (Figure 47) (Yardley, 1989). This is
in agreement with Wilkie (1986). He estimated maximum PT conditions to be around 2
kbars and 610°C based on metamorphic assemblages he observed in thin section (Wilkie,
1986). Using Hyndman’s (1981) approximation that 1 kbar of pressure is equal to around
3.33 km burial depth gives emplacement depths of about 6.7 km for the Garnet stock.
Pressures were likely greater than the reaction
biotite + AbSiOs + quartz = garnet + cordierite + K-spar + H2 O
which Spear et al. (1999) place at approximately 1 kbar less pressure than the muscovite
breakdown curve, although there is not a general agreement on the PT conditions of the
above reaction. This gives minimum PT conditions of around 3.4 km depth of
emplacement. The maximum stratigraphie thicknesses from the top o f the Devonian
Jefferson Formation to the top o f the Cretaceous Colorado Group, including 1000+ m
eroded from the unconformity at the base of the Golden Spike Formation, is 6,374 m
(Figure 48). Any additional thickness may have been from folding along the LCL as it
developed into a flower structure (Figure 5) (Sears and Hendrix, 2004), and/or from
inflation of the Garnet stock as it intruded and expanded into the top of the Devonian
section. This is consistant with emplacement into a straight stratigraphie section prior to
deposition o f the Late Cretaceous Golden Spike Formation.
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GIS METHODS
Introduction
The geologic map for the study area was produced at a 1:24,000 scale in the field,
and was inked and colored in preparation for digitizing. Sample and strike-and-dip
locations were plotted as points on the field map and assigned attributes according to the
sample identification and strike-and-dip data. A study area boundary was defined to
complete the geologic polygons.
Digitizing Methods
Various digitizing methods using ArcGIS 8.3 were examined by Portner et al.
(2003) to determine the best method for digitizing and “developing a complete geologic
dataset within the geodatabase structure.” The mylar trace method worked the best for
digitizing, and was implemented for this project. The 1:24,000 geologic field map was
traced onto an 11 x 17 sheet o f mylar paper, including sample sites, strike-and-dip points,
faults, fold axes, and reference points for georeferencing. Once the geologic map was
traced, it was scanned and saved as a Tiff image. The Tiff image was then imported into
ArcCatalog, and opened in ArcMap with the topographic maps for the Union Peak and
Elevation Mountain quadrangles. The Tiff image was georeferenced to the topographic
maps. Using the ArcScan extension while in an edit session, the raster (Tiff) image was
cleaned up prior to vectorization, then vector line features were generated into an empty
geodatabase. The line to polygon tool was used to convert vector lines generated by
ArcScan to polygons. Attribute fields were then created and populated for polygons,
points and lines. Line attributes include the study area boundary, geologic contacts,
faults, and fold axes. Point attributes are assigned for strike-and-dip values and/or
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samples collected. These attributes are then used to orient the strike-and-dip symbols and
to label sample locations. Attributes for the polygons were populated with the rock unit
name and abbreviation symbol (Figure 48).
GIS Layouts
All map layouts are projected in the Universal Transverse Mercator Zone 12N, NAD 27
coordinate system. A location map was created using data compiled from the Montana
Natural Resource Information System (NRIS), a branch of the Montana State Library
(http://nris.state.mt.us/). The location map was projected at three scales, a 1:10,000,000
map of Montana, a 1:3,000,000 map of western Montana, and a 1:1,000,000 map of
central-western Montana (Plate 1). The digitized geology and attribute dataset was used
to create complete geologic maps for the Gamet-Coloma study area, projected at true
(1:24,000) scale. The first geologic map was projected on a topographic map (Plate 2),
the second geologic map was projected on a DEM (digital elevation model) (Plate 3), and
the third geologic map was projected on the aerial photographs overlain on the
topographic map (Plate 4). Then a geologic map was projected on a topographic map
containing sample location points (Plate 5). Digital land surface profiles for three crosssections were obtained from the DEM projection using ArcGIS 3D Analyst. The profiles
were exported to Adobe Illustrator to adjust them to true 1:24,000 scale with no vertical
exaggeration and to digitize the geology in cross-section (Figure 24). Metamorphic
isograds were determined for the study area based on pétrographie analysis and plotted
on the sample location map (Plate 6). A zone was assigned for biotite ± cordierite (Plate
6). Isograds were assigned for cordierite + andalusite, and K-spar + andalusite (Plate 6).
A complete description o f spatial and attribute metadata can be found in Appendix D.
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Figure 49. Screen capture of attribute table for geologic polygons.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This thesis concerned the metamorphic petrogenesis of the contact metamorphic
aureole surrounding a Late Cretaceous granite intrusion, the Garnet stock, in the GametColoma area of central-western Montana (Figure 1). It intended to test the hypothesis that
the Garnet stock is a thick concordant body that intruded as a sill into the top of the
Devonian section during folding along the Lewis and Clark Line (LCL) (Sears et al,
2000). It also intended to establish PT conditions for the Garnet stock and to place the
stock in structural context by examining the metamorphic mineralogy, kinematics,
timing, age, and the PT relationships.
A minimum burial depth for emplacement of the stock is inferred by measuring
the stratigraphie thickness from the Devonian section to the unconformity at the base of
the Golden Spike Formation that is correlative with the late Cretaceous Garnet stock
(Figure 3) (Sears, per. com., 2003). However, the section was thickened tectonically, and
the stock itself is of unknown thickness, since the roof has been eroded. Thus, precise
metamorphic pressure determination provides valuable constraints on the tectonic
evolution of the LCL.
The Garnet stock provides valuable kinematic and timing constraints for the
folding along the LCL. The Garnet stock gives radiometric ages of 82.4 ± 1.0 Ma from
hornblende and 79.1 ± 7 Ma from biotite (Ruppel et. al., 1981), a K-Ar age from biotite
of 78.7 ± 3 .9 Ma (Carter, 1982), and a U-Pb zircon age of 83 Ma (Sears, 2001). Cleavage
within the contact metamorphic aureole surrounding the Garnet stock strikes along
bedding, but it is dipping at steeper angles of around 50° to 70°. It is evident at location
SH-1 (Figure 50) and location RL-7, where andalusite crystals are preferentially growing
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Figure 50. Cleavage within lower homfels of Silver Hill Formation at sample location
SH-1, on north side o f Garnet Range Road. Top: uninterpreted, bottom: interpreted,
black = bedding and red = cleavage (field book for scale).
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along the cleavage (Figure 51). Cleavage occurred syntectonically with formation of
cordierite porphyroblasts exhibiting rotation (Figure 41) (Minnich, 1984). This
syntectonic evidence along with the interference between the Garnet stock and the Deep
Creek anticline (a composite fold o f the LCL) suggests they formed together, during
intrusion of the stock (Sears, 1989).
The Garnet stock has a concordant contact with the metamorphic aureole and
bedding from Coloma to Elk Creek (Sears, 1989). The contact with the aureole dips
towards the stock and defines a northeast-trending synclinal downwarp (Sears, 1989).
The stock has either caused or filled the synclinal feature (Wilkie, 1986; Sears, 1989)
called the Elk Creek syncline (Brenner, 1964). Sears (1989) interprets the stock to be an
immense sill that expanded into the top of the Devonian section, stretched and thinned
the rocks by vertical collapse, and sank into the sedimentary section as it cooled. The
stretching, thinning and sinking may have caused the northeast-trending synclinal
downwarp occupied by the Garnet stock. This is a similar structure to the rim
monoclines described by Glazner et al. (1997) (Figure 52). They suggest there is
downward movement of granodiorite to diorite stocks while the contact aureole rocks are
hot and ductile due to cooling (increasing density) of the intrusive body, termed ‘iatestage sinking” (Glazner et al., 1997). They propose that “late-stage sinking” is
responsible for the formation of the rim monoclines (Glazner et al., 1997). Typical
features include rim monoclines that are concordant with the intrusive contact,
synkinematic axial-plane cleavage that approximately parallels the contact, smooth
decrease in metamorphic grade away from the contact, and little solid-state strain within
the intrusive body (Glazner et al., 1997). Glazner et al. (1997) claims that these rim
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Figure 51. Andalusite growing along cleavage within coarse-grained homfels layer o f
Red Lion Formation at sample location RL-7. Top: uninterpreted, bottom: interpreted,
black = bedding and red = cleavage (field book for scale).
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Figure 52. Rim monoclines surrounding Jurassic plutons in Great Basin. Top;
granodioritic Silver Zone Pass Pluton, Nevada (showing wall-rock anticlines and downto-pluton fault); Bottom: monzonitic and dioritic Marble Canyon Pluton, eastern
California (showing younger strata near contact). [Modified from Glazner et al., 1997].
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monoclines are “restricted to granodiorite and more mafic plutons, and are conspicuously
lacking around granite plutons.” The Garnet stock was identified by Wilkie (1986) as
being a granite stock, however, the stock has noticeably more mafic margins where it has
presumably incorporated country rock from the contact aureole as it intruded. Due to the
mafic nature of the margin of the stock, it appears that “late-stage sinking” may have
been a factor in the formation of the northeast-trending synclinal downwarp occupied by
the Garnet stock.
Plotting metamorphic mineral assemblages on Hess’ (1969) PT diagram provides
a small field of stable PT conditions (Figure 45). However, revision of the aluminasilicate triple junction brings the PT conditions down from those indicated on the Hess
(1969) PT diagram. Plotting these assemblages on Yardley’s (1989) PT diagram (Figure
46) give maximum PT conditions for emplacement where the muscovite breakdown
reaction
muscovite + quartz = AliSiOg + K-spar + H 2 O
crosses the andalusite/sillimanite reaction. This yields maximum pressures of around 2
kbars and maximum temperatures of around 610°C (Figure 46) (Yardley, 1989). This is
in agreement with Wilkie (1986). Using Hyndman’s (1981) approximation that 1 kbar of
pressure is equal to around 3.33 km burial depth gives emplacement depths of 6.7 km for
the Garnet stock. Pressures were likely greater than the reaction
biotite + AbSiOs + quartz = garnet + cordierite + K-spar + H 2 O
which Spear et al. (1999) place at approximately 1 kbar less pressure than the muscovite
breakdown curve, although there is not a general agreement on the PT conditions of the
above reaction. This gives minimum PT conditions of around 3.4 km depth of
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emplacement. The maximum stratigraphie thickness from the top of the Devonian
Jefferson Formation to the top of the Cretaceous Colorado Group at the unconformity at
the base of the Golden Spike Formation is 6,374 m (Figure 47). This is consistent with
emplacement into a straight stratigraphie section prior to deposition of the Late
Cretaceous Golden Spike Formation because the stratigraphie thickness lies within the
3.4 km - 6.7 km burial range. This is in agreement with the Garnet stock emplacement
position on the Sears and Clements (2000) plunge-projection profile (Figure 3), it is all
located on one fault block with no low angle extensional faults in the region.
Now that the metamorphic setting is clear for the southwest end of the Garnet
stock, it can serve as a reference for interpreting the northeast side of the stock across the
Elevation Mountain fault in future studies to determine whether the fault is pre, syn, or
post intrusion of the stock. Wallace et al. (1990) believes the stock cuts the fault, and
Sears and Hendrix (2004) interpret the fault as cutting the stock.

APPENDIX A
Sample Location and Description Table
Sample UTM Coordinates
Northing

Description
Easting

GR-1a

5191160.02

317128.22

GR-1b

5191160.02

317128.22

GR-1C

5191160.02

317128.22

GR-1d

5191160.02

317128.22

GR-1e

5191160.02

317128.22

GR-1f

5191160.02

317128.22

GR-2
GR-3
GR-4

5189450.29
Out of area
5187859.71

317406.72
Out of area
321363.81

GR-5
GR-6a

5187864.18
5187667.59

321910.39
321618.48

GR-6b

5187667.59

321618.48

GR-6C

5187667.59

321618.48

GR-6d

5187667.59

321618.48

F-1a

5190157.71

317394.80

Homfels with sandy bedding and m icaceous bedding
planes
Lt. gray to beige spotted homfels with gray spots and
som e surface iron stain
Layered spotted homfels, It. gray to dk. gray bedding with
dark gray spots, som e spots have It. gray to tan core
Spotted homfels. It. gray with dk. gray spots and som e
iron surface stain
Spotted homfels with sandy bedding and a quartz+ mica
vein
Lt. gray spotted homfels (similar to G R -ld -shows
cleavage)
White to whitish-tan barite
Homfels, gray to brownish with m icaceous bedding planes
Tan to It. gray spotted homfels with dk. gray spots and
micaceous bedding planes
Quartz rich homfels with micaceous bedding planes
Spotted homfels. It. gray with 5cm diameter dk. gray
spots
Layered spotted homfels. It. gray to dk. gray bedding with
dark gray spots, and som e iron surface stain
Fine-grained spotted homfels with white to beige and tan
bedding with dk. gray to brownish spots and som e surface
iron stain
Lt. tan to beige homfels with a quartz + mica vein and
som e surface iron stain
Clean white to reddish to gray quartzite

Pétrographie X-Ray Diffraction
Analysis
Analysis
y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

o
o

Sample UTM Coordinates
Northing

Description
Easting

F-1b
F-1C
F-2
SH-1a
SH-1b

5190157.71
5190157.71
5188495.64
5190120.48
5190120.48

317394.80
317394.80
323713.94
317481.18
317481.18

SH-1C

5190120.48

317481.18

SH-2a

5190105.59

317534.80

SH-2b

5190105.59

317534.80

SH-3

5190127.93

317612.24

SH-4

5191122.78

317429.06

SH-5

5191122.78

317429,06

SH-6

5191051.30

317452.88

SH-7

5188531.39

323511.39

SH-8

5187950.56

321083.82

SH-9

5186407.63

320535.75

MR-1 a
MR-lb
MR-2
MR-3

5190016.23
5190016.23
5190620.89
5187823.97

317916.06
317916.06
317758.19
319883.44

Clean white to brownish-tan quartzite
Clean reddish to gray quartzite
Clean white to beige to gray quartzite
Homfels with bedding- biotite and sandy layers
Homfels with bedding- dark and shiny- probably
biotite- has cleavage
Homfels with bedding- biotite and sandy layers
(bedding thicker than SH-1 a)
Dk. gray calc-silicate with large garnets and
greenish reaction rims
Dk. gray calc-silicate with large garnets and
greenish reaction rims
Ribbon limestone- limestone and calc-silicate
layers- dk. gray to It. grey (weathered surface- dk.
gray to white)
Lt. gray spotted homfels with dk. gray spotsspots are weathered out on the surface
Lt. gray spotted homfels with It. gray spots and
m icaceous bedding
Beige to It. gray bedding with dk. gray spots,
som e spots have iron stained reaction rims
Mottled appearing calc-silicate with It. gray to
whitish-gray layers
Calc-silicate- It. green to beige with It. brown
garnets
Homfels with sandy It. gray and dk. gray bedding
with a dark reddish-brown to black surface
appearance
Bluish-grey limestone
White to beige vein in bluish-gray limestone
Bluish-gray limestone
Bluish-gray limestone
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X-Ray Diffraction
Analysis
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Sample UTM Coordinates
Northing

Description
Easting

MR-4a

5187752.48

320712.98

MR-4b

5187752.48

320712.98

MR-5
Pa-1a

5188622.19
5190010.27

323229.51
318041.16

Pa-1b

5190010.27

318041.16

Pa-1c
Pa-2

5190010.27
5189381.78

318041.16
318175.20

Pa-3

5188726.49

318671.14

Pa-4a

5188601.91

318799.22

Pa-4b
Pa-5
Pa-6a

5188601.91
5190911.30
5187823.97

318799.22
317840.11
319883.44

Pa-6b
Pa-6c

5187823.97
5187823.97

319883.44
319883.44

Pa-7a

5188720.53

323633.52

Pa-7b

5188720.53

323633.52

Pa-8

5188445.01

322860.57

Pi-1a
Pi-1b

5189499.44
5189499.44

318197.54
318197.54

Bluish-gray limestone that contains stromatalite
beds
Bluish-gray limestone that contains stromatalite
beds
Bluish-gray limestone with a white to beige vein
Reddish-brown homfels with tiny pinkish cordierite
spots
Reddish-brown homfels with tiny pinkish cordierite
spots- (sam e a s Pa-1 a)
Skarn in contact with sill- garnet and epidote
Reddish-brown homfels with tiny pinkish spotscordierite
Reddish-brown homfels with tiny beige spotscordierite
Reddish-brown homfels with tiny pinkish cordierite
spots
Calc-silicate with greenish and whitish-beige layers
Brown homfels with small brown spots
Reddish-brown homfels with thick sandy layers and
calc-silicate reactions between layers
Silicate with grayish-brown and whitish-gray layers
Reddish-brown homfels with thin sandy whitishbeige layers
Reddish-brown homfels with tiny pinkish spots and
a micaceous vein- contains andalusite and chlorite
Reddish-brown homfels with sandy whitish-beige
calc-silicate layers
Platy reddish-brown homfels and a calc-silicate with
green to yellowish-green layers
Clean white dolomite with grainy texture
Fine white to beige sand weathered from outcrop
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Sample UTM Coordinates
Northing

Description
Easting

Pi-1c

5189499.44

318197.54

Pi-2
Pi-3
Pi-4
Pi-5
Pi-6a
Pi-6b
RL-1a

5188778.61
5188411.50
5188322.88
5188112.89
5188430.11
5188430.11
5189265.62

318741.14
319193.59
320042.79
320683.20
322726.53
322726.53
318394.13

RL-1b
RL-2a
RL-2b
RL-3a
RL-3b

5189265.62
5188848.61
5188848.61
5188445.01
5188445.01

318394.13
318806.67
318806.67
319240.06
319240.06

RL-4a

5188382.46

320093.43

RL-4b

5188382.46

320093.43

RL-5a

5188383.95

321150.84

RL-5b

5188383.95

321150.84

RL-6a

5188404.80

321135.95

RL-6b
RL-7a
RL-7b
RL-7C
RL-7d

5188404.80
5188750.32
5188750.32
5188750.32
5188750.32

1

321135.95
323146.51
323146.51
323146.51
323146.51

Clean bluish-white dolomite with grainy texture
(sam e a s Pi-la)
Clean white to beige dolomite with grainy texture
Clean white to beige dolomite with grainy texture
Clean white and gray layered dolomite
Fine white to beige sand weathered from outcrop
Clean white to beige dolomite with grainy texture
Fine white to beige sand weathered from outcrop
Reddish-brown spotted homfels with tan to brown
spots
Whitish-blue to greenish-blue layered calc-silicate
Dk. gray homfels with tiny It. gray veins
Calc-silicate with yellow to greenish-blue layers
Dk. gray homfels with tiny It. gray veins
Calc-silicate with yellowish-beige to greenish-blue
layers
Gray homfels with 1cm diameter dk. gray spots
and pink andalusite crystals
Calc-silicate with yellowish-beige to greenish-blue
layers
Gray homfels with dk. grey spots with It. gray
cores
Calc-silicate with yellowish-beige to greenish-blue
layers
Beige to gray homfels with dk. gray spots with It.
gray to tan cores
Skarn with garnet, quartz and epidote
Calc-silicate with white to greenish-beige layers
Calc-silicate with grey to whitish-beige layers
Dk. gray homfels with brownish spots
Dk. gray homfels, fine-grained
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Analysis

X-Ray Diffraction
Analysis
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Sample UTM Coordinates
Northing

Description
Easting

RL-70
RL-7f
RL-7g
RL-7h
RL-7Î
RL-7]

5188750.32
5188750.32
5188750.32
5188750.32
5188750.32
5188750.32

323146.51
323146.51
323146.51
323146.51
323146.51
323146.51

RL-7k
RL-8
K-1
K-2
J-1a
J-1b

5188750.32
5188628.19
5189279.02
5188789.15
5189339.29
5189339.29

323146.51
322924.61
318444.76
323158.14
318586.78
318586.78

J-2
J-3
Sill-1 (Pa)

5188881.37
5188537.51
5190010.27

318839.43
322577.82
318041.16

Sill-2 (J)

5188531.64

320093.59

Sill-3 (RL)

5188404.80

321135.95

GS-1
GS-2
GS-3
And-1
And-2
Chert-1a
Chert-1b
Basait

5189327.58
5188537.51
5189716.94
5189685.60
5190620.89
5189061.58
5189061.58
Out of area

318753.84
322577.82
319729.05
317798.40
317758.19
318385.19
318385.19
Out of area

Calc-silicate with It. gray to whitish layers
Dk. gray fine-grained homfels with It. gray thin bedding
Calc-silicate with greenish-blue to grayish beige layers
Dk. gray fine-grained homfels
Calc-silicate with white to beige layers
(Sam e a s RL-7c) Shows andalusite growing with
cleavage
W eathered out homfels spots (from RL-7c and RL-7j)
Dk. Gray homfels with brownish spots- shows strain
Clean white to beige quartzite
Clean white to beige quartzite
Dark gray dolomite with petroliferous odor
Dark gray dolomite with petroliferous odor (sam e a s J1a)
Dark gray dolomite with petroliferous odor
White dolomite with petroliferous odor
Granitic sill- more mafic than Garnet Stock- cuts Park
Fm.
Granitic sill- more mafic than Garnet Stock- has Ig.
mafic inclusions- cuts Jefferson Fm.
Granitic sill- more mafic than Garnet Stock- cuts Red
Lion Fm.
Granite Stock (collected from debris flow)
Granite Stock
Granite Stock
Andésite Dike- crosscuts Silver Hill Fm.
Andésite Dike
Chert
Chert
Vesicular Basalt with zeolites filling vesicules

Pétrographie
Analysis
y
y
y

X-Ray Diffraction
Analysis
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y
y
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y
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y
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APPENDIX B
X-ray Diffraction Patterns

co u n ts

Garner Range Formation-X-ray Diffraaion Pattern (Multiple Diagram)
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Appendix B 1 . B = Biotite, Ch = Chlorite, M = Muscovite, Q = Quartz, P = Plagioclase
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Silver Hill Formation- X-ray Diffraaion Pattern fMultiple Diagram]
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Appendix B2. B = Biotite, M = Muscovite, Q = Quartz, P = Plagioclase, Cd = Cordierite
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Silver H ill Formation- X-ray Diffraaion Pattern (SH-2a)
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Appendix B3. Q = Quartz, P = Plagioclase, D = Diopside, E = Epidote, G = Garnet, C = Calcite
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Appendix B4. B = Biotite, M= Muscovite, Q = Quartz, P = Plagioclase, C = Calcite, T = Tremolite
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Silver Hill Formation-X-ray Diffraction Pattern (SH-7)
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Appendix B5. C = Calcite, Q = Quartz, P = Plagioclase, T = Tremolite
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M eagh er L im eston e-X -ray Diffraction Pattern (M ultiple D iagram )
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Appendix B6. C = Calcite, Q = Quartz, Ch = Chlorite, T = Tremolite

counts

Park Shale-X-ray Diffraction Pattern (Multiple Diagram)
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Appendix B7. B = Biotite, Ch = Chlorite, Cd = Cordierite, M = Muscovite, Q = Quartz, P = Plagioclase, A = Andalusite
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Appendix B8. C = Calcite, Q = Quartz, G = Garnet
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Park Shale-X-ray Diffraction Pattern tPa-4b)
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Appendix B9. Q = Quartz, T = Tremolite, P = Plagioclase, D = Diopside, E = Epidote, G = Garnet, C = Calcite
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Park Shale-X-ray Diffraction Pattern (Multiple Diagram)
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Appendix BIO. B = Biotite, M = Muscovite, Q = Quartz, P = Plagioclase, C = Calcite, T = Tremolite
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co u n ts

Pilgrim Formation- X-ray Diffraction Pattern (MulTipte Diagram)
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Appendix B 1 1. D = Dolomite, C = Calcite, Q = Quartz, P = Plagioclase, Ch = Chlorite
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Appendix B12. B = Biotite, M = Muscovite, P = Plagioclase, K = K-spar, Q = Quartz (minor)
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Red Lion Formation- X-ray Diffraction Pattern (Multiple Diagram)
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Appendix B13. Q = Quartz, T = Tremolite, P = Plagioclase, D = Diopside, E = Epidote, G = Garnet, C = Calcite
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Red Lion Formation- X-ray Diffraction Pattern [M ultiple Diagram)
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Appendix B14. B = Biotite, Ch = Chlorite, M = Muscovite, Q = Quartz, P = Plagioclase, K = K-spar, A = Andalusite
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Red Lion Formation- X-ray Diffraction Pattern (RL-6b)
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Appendix B15. G = Garnet, Q = Quartz, E = Epidote, D = Diopside, P = Plagioclase, T = Tremolite, C = Calcite
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Appendix B16. C = Calcite, Q = Quartz
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Red Lion Formation-X-ray Diffraction Pattern (RL-7b)
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Appendix B17. B = Biotite, M = Muscovite, Q = Quartz, P = Plagioclase, C = Calcite
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Appendix B18. B = Biotite, Ch = Chlorite, M = Muscovite, Q = Quartz, P = Plagioclase, Cd = Cordierite
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Jefferson Formation-X-ray Diffraction Pattern (Multiple Diagram)
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Appendix B19. C = Calcite, Q = Quartz, D = Dolomite
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APPENDIX C
Thin Section Data
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APPENDIX D
GIS Metadata
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Metadata for Geologic Polygon Dataset:
I d e n tific a tio n ln fo r m a tio n :
C ita tio n :
C ita tio n ln fo r m a tio n :
O rig in a to r: Layaka Mann
P u b lic a tio n D ate: May 2004
Title: GeolPolygons
G e o s p a tia l_ D a ta _ P r e se n ta tio n _ F o r m :

vector digital data

D e s c r ip tio n :
A b s tr a c t:

This data set was created for my 2004 Master's Thesis on the
contact metamorphic aureole of the Garnet Stock, GametColoma area, Montana
P urpose:

Creation of a digital dataset and map for the Gamet-Coloma area
T im e P e r io d o f C o n te n t:
T im e P e r io d ln fo r m a tio n :
S in g le D a te /T im e:
C a le n d a r D a te : May 2004
C u rr e n tn e s s _ R e fe r e n c e : publication date
S ta tu s:
P r o g r e ss : Complete
M a in te n a n c e a n d U p date F re q u e n c y : As needed
S p a tia l_ D o m a in :
B o u n d in g jC o o r d in a te s :
W e s t_ B o u n d in g _ C o o rd in a te : -113.401755
E a s t B o u n d in g C o o rd in a te : -113.305452
N o r th _ B o u n d in g _ C o o r d in a te : 46.854025
S o u th B o u n d in g C o o rd in a te : 46.806691
K eyw ords:
T hem e:
T h e m e K e y w o rd : Geology
P la c e :
P la c e K e y w o rd : Garnet
P la c e K e y w o rd : Coloma
P la c e K e y w o rd : Montana
P la c e _ K e y w o rd : Garnet Range
P la c e K e y w o rd : Garnet Stock
A c c e s s C o n s tr a in ts : Please contact Geology Dept., University of Montana
U s e jC o n s tr a in ts : Please contact Geology Dept., University of Montana
P o in t o f C o n ta c t:
C o n ta c t In fo rm a tio n :
C o n ta c t_ P e r s o n _ P r im a r y :
C o n ta c t P e rso n : Layaka

Mann
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C o n ta c t jO r g a n iz a tio n : University
C o n ta c t P o s itio n : Master's student

of Montana (Geology Dept.)

C o n ta c t E le c tr o n ic M a il A d d r e s s: layakamann@aol.com
S e c u r ity _ ln fo r m a tio n :
S e c u r ity C la s s ific a tio n : Restricted
N a tiv e D a ta _ S e t E n v iro n m e n t: Microsoft Windows 2000 Version

5.0 (Build

2195) Service Pack 4; ESRI ArcCatalog 8.3.0.800
C r o s s _ R e fe r e n c e :
C i t a ti o n ln f o r m a t io n :
O r ig in a to r : Layaka Mann
P u b lic a tio n D a te : May 2004
T itle:

An Examination of the Contact Metamorphic Aureole of
the Garnet Stock, Gamet-Coloma Area, Montana
G e o s p a tia l D a ta P r e s e n ta tio n F o r m : map
S p a tia l_ D a ta _ O r g a n iz a tio n _ In fo r m a tio n :
D ir e c t_ S p a tia l_ R e fe r e n c e _ M e th o d : Vector
P o in t_ a n d V ecto r O b je c t In fo rm a tio n :
S D T S _ T e r m s D e sc rip tio n :
S D T S P o i n t a n d ^ V e c to r O b je c tfP y p e :
P o in t a n d _ V ecto r O b je c t C o u n t: 32
S p a tia l R e fe r e n c e In fo r m a tio n :
H o r iz o n ta l C o o r d in a te S y s te m _ D e fln itio n :
P la n a r :
G r id jC o o r d in a te S y s te m :
G r id C o o rd in a te S y s te m N a m e :

G-polygon

Universal Transverse

Mercator
U n iv e rsa l T ra n sv e rse _ M e rc a to r:
U T M _ Z o n e N u m b e r: 12
T ra n sv e rse M e rc a to r:
S c a le F a c to r a t C e n tr a l M e rid ia n :

0.999600
L o n g itu d e o f C e n tr a l M e rid ia n :
-

111.000000

L a titu d e o f P r o je c tio n O rig in : 0.000000
F a lse E a stin g : 500000.000000
F a lse N o r th in g : 0.000000
P la n a r C o o r d in a te In fo r m a tio n :
P la n a r C o o r d in a te _ E n c o d in g _ M e th o d : coordinate pair
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